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About
Noncredit Courses

Explore another kind of learning
this year - college learning without
college credit through Informal
Courses (IC) and Continuing
Education for Women (CEW)
noncredit courses offered by
University of Minnesota Extension
Classes.

Noncredit courses are for inquisitive
people (like you!), people who want to
know more about their world and
themselves. A noncredit class that
meets evenings or weekends, or
during the day at a convenient off
campus location, with lively
discussion and sometimes a guest
speaker or field trips, fits their
schedules and their needs.

Anyone may enroll in Extension
Classes noncredit courses. There are
no grades, exams, transcripts or
entrance requirements. The classes
are designed to meet the interests of
adults of all ages. A high school
diploma isn't necessary and an
advanced degree won't make you out
of place. You need only a desire to
learn and to explore.

Courses in this bulletin are
arranged by term (fall, winter, spring).
Within the course listings for each
term, there are six topic areas:

Arts, Ideas, Perspectives
Careers, Interests, Personal

Growth
The Natural World
Writing and Literature
Computers and Mathematics
Social and Historical Insights

In addition, you will find a special
section at the end of this booklet on
exciting learning tours, Study and
Travel Adventures, led by University
faculty.

Whatever your interests or goals,
we hope we can help you along the
way.
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Registration

Registration is simple. Fill out and
mail one of the forms that appears on
the pages near the end of this booklet.
You will need to use one form for
each person who wishes to enroll in
each class. Enclose a check or money
order, made out to the University of
Minnesota, for the full amount (course
cost plus any course fees or late fees).

For those classes with limited
enrollment (indicated by a * before
the course number and title) include a
separate check for each registration.
Register early for classes with limited
enrollment to avoid disappointment. If
the class is filled when your
registration is received, your
registration and check will be
returned immediately.

Registrations for fall term classes
will be accepted starting August
13.

Registrations for winter term
classes will be accepted starting
November 19.

Registrations for sprtng term
classes will be accepted starting
February 18.

Send registration forms with tuition
checks to:

Noncredit Courses
University of Minnesota
180 Wesbrook Hall
77 Pleasant Street S.E.
Minneapolis, MN 55455

For more information about
Informal Courses and Study and
Travel Adventures, call 376-7500. For
more information about Continuing
Education for Women Courses, call
373-9743.

General Information

Tuition
The course descriptions include

tuition and fees (if any) for each
course. You are not registered
officially until all fees are paid.

Senior citizens 62 and older may
register for these noncredit classes for
one-half the regular tuition plus any
course or special fees.

For Informal Courses only, young
people 12 to 16 may register for $3 if
they are genuinely interested, mature,
and are accompanied by an a~ult

registered in the same class (course



fees and special fees must be paid in
full, however).

Senior citizen and youth
registrations for Iimited-enrollment
classes are accepted only after full
tuition students have registered and
paid fees. Submit registration forms
with tuition checks one week after the
dates given under "Registration"
above. Registrations for classes
without enrollment limits can be
submitted at the start of the
registration period.

Tuition and fees are subject to
change without notice.

Costs related to field trips
(transportation, food, accommoda
tions, special events, admissions, or
supplies) are extra and are the
responsibility of the student (unless
specifically indicated otherwise in the
course description).
Some classes may require student
purchase of supplies or materials; the
instructor will notify students in class.

Late Fees
Include a $5 late fee if you are

registering after the late fee date given
with each course. •

Cancellations
To cancel a class for which you

have registered and pajd fees, you
must either notify the Extension
Classes registration office in writing
or come in to 101 Wesbrook Hall and
cancel in person using an official
cancellation form.

Cancellations cannot be accepted
by telephone. Instructors are not
authorized to accept cancellations.

Do not stop payment on a check.
There is a $10 check-handling charge
for any check returned by a bank for
any reason. (See refund policy
below.)

The effective date of cancellation is
the day the cancellation is submitted

to the registration office in person or
the date of postmark if the
cancellation is mailed in (not the date
you stop attending class).

Sometimes classes must be
canceled because of insufficient
enrollment. The department reserves
the right to cancel, postpone, limit
enrollment, split or combine classes,
and to change instructors or class
locations.

Refunds
Refunds for classes will be made

under certain conditions.
1. A full refund will be made if a

class is canceled by the Department
of Extension Classes or if the day or
hour of the class is changed by the
department after the student has
registered. If the student is recalled to,
or enlists in, military service; or if a
student is hospitalized or ill and
cannot continue in class (doctor's
statement required); then a full refund
minus a $5 cancellation fee is issued.

2. Students may cancel before the
class begins. There is a $5 cancella
tion fee. The balance of the course
costs will be refunded.

3. After the course has begun,
refunds of a portion of the course
costs may be issued in relation to the
total number of class meetings in
each course. In no case will a refund
be made after the fourth class
meeting. Refunds are based on the
number of times the class has met 
not the number of times the student
has attended.

Late fees and transfer fees are not
refundable.

Refunds are paid by check only and
are mailed to the student; allow four
weeks minimum for processing of
refunds.
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Books
Occasionally the purchase of books

is advised. These paperbacks will be
available at University bookstores or
in class.

Other Noncredit Learning
In addition to Informal Courses and

Continuing Education for Women
noncredit courses, many University
Extension credit classes may be taken
for no credit at one-half the regular
tuition (plus any course fees or
special fees). Courses marked with a
diamond (.) after the course title and
credit cost in the 1984-85 Extension
Classes Bulletin are open to no-credit,
half-price registration. No-credit
students keep up with readings and
participate in class, but they do not
submit assignments or take exams
(no transcript record is kept).

To request the Extension Classes
Bulletin listing credit courses, half
price registration procedures, and
degrees and certificates available
through evening attendance at the
University, call 376-3000.

Campus Building
Abbreviations
AgEng (StP), Agricultural

Engineering, Sf. Paul campus
AkerH, Akerman Hall, east bank
AlderH (StP), Alderman Hall, St. Paul

campus
AnScVM (StP), Animal Science,

Veterinary Medicine, Sf. Paul
campus

ApH, Appleby Hall, east bank
Arch, Architecture, east bank
ArtB, Art Building, west bank
BellMus, Bell Museum of Natural

History, east bank
BioSci (StP), Biological Science

Center, St. Paul campus
BuH, Burton Hall, east bank

ClaOff (StP), Classroom Office
Building, St. Paul campus

CivMinE, Civil and Mineral
Engineering, east bank

CentLib (StP), Central Library, Sf.
Paul campus

CMU, Coffman Memorial Union, east
bank

EBCEC (StP), Earle Brown
Continuing Education Center, St.
Paul campus

FolH,.Folwell Hall, east bank
FordH, Ford Hall, east bank
HckrH (StP), Haecker Hall, St Paul

campus
HodsonH (StP), Hodson Hall, St. Paul

campus
JonesH, Jones Hall, east bank
KoltH, Kolthoff Hall, east bank
lindH, Lind Hall, east bank
MacP, MacPhail Center (1128 LaSalle

Ave., Minneapolis)
MechE, Mechanical Engineering, east

bank
MinMet, Mines and Metallurgy, east

bank
NCCE, Nolte Center for Continuing

Education, east bank
NichH, Nicholson Hall, east bank
PeikH, Peik Hall, east bank
ScottH, Scott Hall, east bank
SocSci, Social Sciences Building,

west bank
StCen (StP), Stl!dent Center, St. Paul

campus
Soils, Soils, St. Paul campus
VinH, Vincent Hall, east bank
WesH, Wesbrook Hall, east bank
WuIlH, Wu/ling Hall, east bank
Zoology, Zoology, east bank

In addition, many classes meet at
off-campus locations (listed after the
day, time, and date in each course
description). If you have questions
about locations or need directions,
call 376-7500 for Informal Courses or
373-9743 for CEW courses.



Equal Opportunity
The University of Minnesota is
committed to the policy that all
persons shall have equal access to its
programs, facilities, and employment
without regard to race, religion, color,
sex, national origin, handicap, age, or
veteran status. In adhering to this
policy, the University abides by the
requirement of Title IX of the
E:ducation Amendments of 1972, by

. Sections 503 and 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, by
Executive Order 11246, as amended:
38 U.S.C. 2012, the Vietnam Era
Veterans Readjustment Assistance
Act of 1972, as amended; and by
other applicable statutes and
regulations relating to equality of
opportunity.

Inquiries regarding compliance may
be directed to Director, Office of
Equal Opportunity and Affirmative
Action, 419 Morrill Hall, 100 Church
Street S.E., University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455, (612)
373-7969, or to the Director of the
Office of Civil Rights, Department of
Education, Washington, D.C. 20202,
or to the Director of the Office of
Federal Contract Compliance
Programs, Department of Labor,
Washington, D.C. 20210.

1984-85
Noncredit Courses

(See complete course
descriptions with class dates
on the pages that follow.)

Fall 1984
- Arts, Ideas, Perspectives

CEW 0101 Arts and Cultures of the
Southwest American
Indian

CEW 0102 How to Listen to Music
CEW 0103 Three Plays at the Guthrie
CEW 0105 Women's Spirituality
IC 0106 Photo Workshop I
CEW 0107 Great Cities: Berlin,

Amsterdam, Greek
Islands, Geneva

IC 0108 Introduction to Color
photography

CEW 0109 Austria: Whence Its
Character and Charm?

CEW 0111 Contemporary Views of
American Life: The Social
and Cultural Context of
American Painting,
1875-1940

IC 0111 Understanding Movies:
Strategies for Criticism
and Appreciation

IC 0112 From Dudelsack Through
Bach and Back

IC 0116 New Twin Cities Theatre
IC 0117 Opera: An Introduction

. 5 J
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IC 0154 The Future of the City
IC 0162 Introduction to Weaving
IC 0167 Printmaking
IC 0168 Studio Art Painting in Oils

and Acrylics
IC 0196 Minnesota Railroad

History: An Inside Look

Careers, Interests, Personal
Growth
CEW 0201 Career Planning
CEW 0202 File...Don't Pile
CEW 0203 Investment Programs for

People with Incomes of
$20,000 or Less

CEW 0207 Relationship
Communication

CEW 0214 Conflict of Psychological
Dependency

CEW 0215 Study Skills
CEW 0216 Women Alone: Alive and

Thriving
CEW 0220 Assertiveness Training
CEW 0222 Investments and Personal

Financial Planning
CEW 0224 Taking Risks: A Woman's

Dilemma
CEW 0225 Women and Depression
CEW 0228 Legal Rights of Women
CEW 0229 How to Prepare for

Graduate Admissions
Tests

IC 0414 Advanced Arts
Management: Decision
Making and Conflict in the
Arts Organization

IC 0417 Dealing with Job Stress
IC 0440 How to Market Your

Photographs
IC 0445 Layout and Pasteup for

Beginners
IC 0531 Yoga and Meditation
IC 0574 Small Landlords: Rights,

Remedies, and
Obligations to Tenants

IC 0581 Spanish for Travelers

6

The Natural World
IC 0200 Field Ecology in

-Minnesota
IC 0207 Minnesota Plants and

Their Uses
IC 0217 Marsh, Swamp, Bog, and

Fen - Minnesota's
Wetlands

IC 0218 Studying Mammals in the
Field

IC 0222 Identifying Birds: An
Introduction to
Ornithology

IC 0227 Mushroom Identification
IC 0235 Minnesota Birds:

Abundance and
Distribution

IC 0254 Super-Insulated and
Other Energy Efficient
New Construction

IC 0274 Nature Photography: Art,
and Technique

IC 0294 Sailing: Basic Techniques

Writing and Literature
CEW 0300 Creative Writing
CEW 0301 Journal Writing
CEW 0305 The Bronte World
CEW 0306 From Faust to

• Steppenwolf: Novels and
Plays Translated from the
German Language

CEW 0307 Writing Fiction for Young
People

CEW 0310 Women's Literature/
Women's History

CEW 0311· Writing for Women's
Magazines

IC 0436 Magazine Writing
IC 0439 Creative Writing
IC 0441 Newsletter Writing



Computers and Mathematics
CEW 0400 Arithmetic and

Elementary Algebra
CEW 0401 Computers: A Practical

Introduction
CEW 0402 Math Anxiety Diagnostic

Clinic
CEW 0404 Math Anxiety Support

Group
CEW 0406 Taking the Sting Out of

Statistics: Statistics for
Non-Statisticians

IC 0592 Which Home Computer to
Buy?

IC 0594 Computing: What is it?
IC 0596 Introduction to Word

Processing

Social and Historical Insights
CEW 0501 Economic Policy in a

Presidential Campaign
Season

CEW 0502 Middle East Kaleidoscope:
The Quest for a Lasting
Peace

IC 0541 Soil Pollution and Public
PoliGy

IC 0603 The Soviet Union Today
IC 0604 Buried Cities of the

Ancient Romans: Pompeii,
Herculaneum

Winter 1985
Arts, Ideas, Perspectives
CEW 0100 Creativity: The Person,

The Process, The Product
CEW 0106 Arts and Cultures of

Mexico
CEW 0113 New Worlds of

Knowledge
IC 0113 Music: How to Listen to It
CEW 0114 Good and Evil
CEW 0116 Images of Viking Women

in Art, Literature, and
History

CEW 0117 Egypt: A 100o-Mile
Journey Up the Nile

Careers, Interests, Personal
Growth
CEW 0205 Parenthood Options: A

Contemporary Choice
CEW 0206 Psychology of

Relationships
CEW 0208 Career Dilemmas of

Women
CEW 0221 Investing for Tax

Advantages
CEW 0223 Volunteer Skills: Where

Do They Fit?
CEW 0227 Filing Your Own Tax

Forms
IC 0416 Effective Time

Management
IC 0427 Creating an Effective Slide

Show
IC 0442 Publicity for Community

Organizations
IC 0450 Career Decisions:

Strategies for Change
IC 0539 Effective Lobbying
IC 0584 Italian for Travelers
IC 0590 Rapid Reading and

Comprehension

7
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The Natural World
IC 0219 Animal Ecology and

Behavior: A Lecture Series
IC 0224 Winter Ecology in

Minnesota
IC 0226 Ecology and Management

of Minnesota Fish
IC 0240 How Birds Work: An

Introduction to Bird
Biology

IC 0265 Introduction to Coral
Reefs

IC 0277 Natural History Drawing
IC 0290 Horses
IC 0295 Sailing: The Art and

Practice of Sailboat
Cruising

Writing and Literature
CEW 0302 Words: Making Them

Work for You - Part I
CEW 0303 Contemporary Fiction by

Women
CEW 0304 Winning Proposals: How

to Write Them
CEW 0306 From Faust to

Steppenwolf: Novels and
Plays Translated from the
German Language

CEW 0312 Introduction to Copy
Editing

CEW 0313 Nonfiction Writing for
Publication

CEW 0314 Writing a Book Proposal
CEW 0315 Perceiving Women: The

Function of Language in
Determining Our Identity

CEW 0316 Fiction Writing
IC 0435 Poetry Writing

Computers and Mathematics
CEW 0400 Arithmetic and

Elementary Algebra
CEW 0402 Math Anxiety Diagnostic

Clinic
CEW 0403 Is There a Computer in

Your Future?
IC 0594 Computing: What is it?
IC 0596 Introduction to Word

Processing

Social and Historical Insights
CEW 0503 Philosphy, Science, and

Religion: Conflict and
Reconciliation

CEW 0505 Minnesota's Rural
Landscape

IC 0602 The Ancient and Modern
Maya: An Orientation to
Mexico's Yucatan
Peninsula

1



Spring 1985 CEW 0212 Improving Your Memory:

Arts, Ideas, Perspectives Remembering Names,
Faces, and Information

CEW 0104 Women in Three Arts CEW 0213 Resume Writing: Getting It
IC 0106 Photo Workshop I Together
CEW 0108 Great Cities: Cuzco, Delhi, CEW0217 Building Self-Esteem

Jerusalem, Dakar CEW 0218 Gemstones: How Do I
IC 0108 Introduction to Color Know What I'm Buying?

Photography CEW 0219 Mothers on Motherhood
CEW 0110 Gods and Giants of CEW 0226 Employment and the

Ancient Scandinavia Woman Over Forty
CEW 0112 Beginning Hebrew: IC 0440 How to Market Your

Breaking the Ice Photographs
IC 0114 Sad Movies Make Me Cry: IC 0445 Layout and Pasteup for

A Guide to Films That Beginners
Touch Our Lives IC 0576 Farm Management for the

CEW 0115 Search for Meaning: Absentee Landowner
Voltaire, Nietzsche, Sartre IC 0577 Getting Started in Part-

IC 0115 The Making of America's Time Farming
Musical IC 0582 French for Travelers

IC 0156 Your Home: Its Design, IC 0583 German for Travelers
Selection and/or IC 0600 Orientation for Travelers
Construction to Europe

IC 0164 Basic Creative Drawing
IC 0165 Painting in Watercolor The Natural World
IC 0169 Weaving on Frame Loom

IC 0210 Animal Behavioror Canvas Stretcher
IC 0181 The Post Card as IC 0216 Minnesota Wild Flowers

Collectable: History and IC 0222 Identifying Birds: An

Visual Image Introduction to

IC 0186 Introduction to Ornithology

Bookbinding IC 0229 Identifying Birds: An
Intermediate Course

Careers, Interests, Personal IC 0235 Minnesota Birds:

Growth Abundance and
Distribution

CEW 0200 Blended Families: living IC 0245 Landscaping the
with Someone Else's Minnesota Home Grounds
Children IC 0248 Hives and Honeybees: An

CEW 0201 Career Planning Introduction to
CEW 0202 File...Don't Pile Beekeeping
CEW 0204 Managing Personal Stress IC 0254 Super-Insulated and

r

CEW 0209 Caring Singles: living Other Energy Efficient
Well in a Coupled World New Construction

CEW 0210 Conversationally IC 0263 Minnesota Geology: An
Speaking Introduction to Your

CEW 0211 French for Travelers Surroundings
IC 0275 Advanced Field and

Nature Photography

9



IC 0296 Sailing: Marine Navigation
- Coastal and Inland
Piloting

IC 0300 Photographing Wild
Flowers

IC 0302 The Behavior of Common
Birds

Writing and literature
CEW 0306 From Faust to

Steppenwolf: Novels and
Plays Translated from the
German Language

CEW 0307 Writing Fiction for Young
People

CEW 0308 Little Women Grow Up
CEW 0309 Sisters
CEW 0317 Words: Making Them

Work For You - Part II
IC 0441 Newsletter Writing

Computers and Mathematics
CEW 0400 Arithmetic and

Elementary Algebra
CEW 0401 Computers: A Practical

Introduction
CEW 0405 Putting Your Home

. Computer to Work for
You

IC 0593 How to Get the Most Out
of Your Home Computer

IC 0594 Computing: What Is It?

Social and Historical Insights
CEW 0500 Nuclear Militarism and Its

Critics
CEW 0504 Recognizing International

Concerns of Women

Study and
Travel
Adventures

IC 0919 A Winter Birding and
Natural History Tour of
South Texas

IC 0920 The Birds and Natural
History of Coastal Maine

IC 0923 The Wildlife and
Wildlands of Alaska

IC 0925 Gardens of the Delaware
Valley

IC 0926 The Natural History and
Culture of Peru

IC 0927 Egypt of the Pharaohs
IC 0928 Spectacle of Wild Geese
IC 0929 Rome of the Caesars
IC 0930 Music Festivals of Austria
IC 0931 A Historical Sampler of

Britain
IC 0932 Photography and Natural

History in Florida
IC 0934 Winter Photography on

the North Shore
IC 0935 Winter Wildlife: A

Weekend in the North
Woods

IC 0936 Rocky Mountain
Wildflower Photography
Workshop

10 IC means Informal Courses
CEW means Continuing Education for Women
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FALL

CEW 0101 ARTS AND CULTURES OF THE SOUTHWEST AMERICAN INDIAN. No
credit, $62.

The ancient artistic traditions of America's Southwest Indian societies are admired
world-wide for their beauty and craft. This survey (lectures, slides, tape recordings)
presents Anasazi architecture, Navajo weaving, Pueblo pottery, Apache and Pima
basketry, and Zumi jewelry within their cultural contexts-prehistoric phases
through Spanish influence and recent history. Discussion of mythologies, rituals,
and medical practices, and how they are manifested in art forms will offer clues to a
different reality. Course has special appeal for collectors, travelers, and artists, and
will include discussion of what constitutes fine quality in Indian art, new directions of
contemporary artists, and suggestions for trips.
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 T-10 a.m.-12, OCt. 2-Nov. 6

(6 meetings), Plymouth Congregational
Church, Room 213, West,
1900 Nicollet Ave, Mpls
No late fee through Sept. 25

(Elizabeth H. West is 8 doctoral candidate in art history and anthropology at the
University)

*CEW 0102 HOW TO LISTEN TO MUSIC. No credit, $70.
Composers, critics, conductors, and performers talk about how they approach
music-listen to it, perform it, communicate about it. Sharpen your listening habits
and knowledge of music at the side of the music-makers. The six-lecture series will
encompass music from the Renaissance to the present day. Lecturers will include
the Minnesota Orchestra's composers-in-residence, Libby Larsen and Stephen
Paulus, program annotator Mary Ann Feldman, and special Orchestra Hall guests

11



FALL

of the 1984 fall season. (Offered in cooperation with The Minnesota Orchestra.
Limited to 65)
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 W-9:30 a.m.-11 :30, Oct. 10-Nbv. 14

(6 meetings), Orchestra Hall, Green Room,
1111 Nicollet Ave, Mpls
(enter through Stage Door on Marquette Ave),
Larsen, -Paulus, Feldman
No late fee through Oct. 3

CEW 0103 THREE PLAYS AT THE GUTHRIE. No credit, $33.
A study of three plays offered by the Guthrie Theater during its 1984-85 season:
Chekhov's Three Sisters, Moliere's Tartuffe, and Shakespeare's Twelfth Night. We
will consider basic principles of dramatic form and structure, identify different
dramatic conventions and practices, view drama as literary form and as a public
performance where the promise of the blueprint on the page is made tangible. We
will deal with drama as a genre, and with the play's historical and social contexts,
but the fOGus will be on the way the individual plays work, challenge, delight, and
entrap. The theater is, after all, a calculated trap for meditation and celebration.
(Offered in cooperation with the Guthrie Theater)F,,, Spec Term Sec 1 W-1-3, Oct. 31-Nov. 14

(3 meetings), MacP, Leyasmeyer
No late fee through Oct. 24

(Archibald Leyasmeyer is an associate professor in the Department of English)

*CEW 0105 WOMEN'S SPIRITUALITY. No credit, $58.
In the introduction to The Female Experience, historian Gerda Lerner asked,
"What would history look like if it were seen through the eyes of women and
ordered by the values they've defined?" Since 1970 a growing number of feminist
theorists have been exploring this question as it applies to spirituality and religion
seeking to discover the qualities of women's spiritual awareness. This course
covers the central issues and major figures of this important area of feminist
thought. Topics include women and authority; women, body, and nature; spiritual
dimensions of the female life cycle; resources of the goddess and wicca traditions.
We will consider the contributions of Rosemary Ruether, Mary Daly, Judith
Plaskow, Carol Christ, Naomi Olderberg, and Penelope Washbourn. (Limited to
30)
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 Th-9 a.m.-11, Oct. 4-Nov. 8

(6 meetings), MacP, Everson
No late fee through Sept. 27

(Susan Corey Everson is a Ph.D. candidate in American Studies)

*'C 0106 PHOTO WORKSHOP I. No credit, $52.
An exploration of the camera, optics, film, and related photographic processes.
Requires little or no experience in photography. Includes an introduction to
darkroom developing and printing. Photographic paper and film are furnished.

I
I

j
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__ . ___ FALL

Bring camera to first class period. Consultation about camera selection will be
available. (Limited to 25)
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 M-6-B:30, Oct. B-Nov. 5

(5 meetings).
MacP 5, Millikan
No late fee through Oct.

(Jeff Millikan is a lecturer in the General College)

CEW 0107 GREAT CITIES: BERLIN, AMSTERDAM, GREEK ISLANDS, GENEVA. No
credit, $46; $16 for single session.

Explore the history, art, architecture, and ambiance of four great cities-Berlin,
October 5; Amsterdam. October 12; Greek Islands, October 19; Geneva,
October 26. Find out where to stay, what to buy, where to eat, and what to see.
Whether you are an armchair traveler or one bound for points abroad, experience
the rich past and colorful present of these great cities through the lectures and slide
presentations of experienced travelers.
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 F-9:30 a.m.-11 :30, Oct. 5-26

(4 meetings), St. Paul College Club,
990 Summit Ave,
Hirschbach, Wakefield. King, Kheim
No late fee through Sept. 28

(Frank Hirschbach (Berlin) is professor and chair in the Department of German.
Ray Wakefield (Amsterdam) is an assistant professor in German. Shannon King
(Greek Islands) is a writer/photographer specializing in the arts and travel.
Johanna Kheim (Geneva) has taught French and humanities at the University)

IC 0108 INTRODUCTION TO COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY. No credit, $92.
A foundation course in the growing field of color photography, designed to provide
the student with practical knowledge and experience in basic color work. Course
includes (a) lecture-demonstrations of equipment. color processes, and tech
niques; and (b) supervised camera assignments in the studio and on outdoor field
trips. Student must have camera.
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 T-6:30-9, Oct. 2·Nov. 20

(8 meetings), AgEng 102, StP
Campus, Webb
No late fee through Sept. 25

(Harry Webb is the director of the Audio Visual Center at the College of St.
Thomas)

CEW 0109 AUSTRIA: WHENCE ITS CHARACTER AND CHARM? No credit, $30
nonmembers; $25 Volksfest members.

Through slides, video, performance, and discussion you will discover that Austria's
geographical location has given it special possibilities and responsibilities. As a
small country in the center of Europe, it has been subject to numerous and
divergent influences. It is a country, however, that cherishes its own valuable
heritage as it grows out of the past and into the future. Profiles of some of Austria's

13
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outstanding public figures will spotlight their profound effects upon its past,
present, and future. Vocal performance and discussion demonstrate the assimila
tion of artistic styles from other countries, and video tapes point out America's
image of Austria.
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 T-7:30-9, Nov. 13-Dec. 4

(4 meetings), Volksfest Kulturhaus,
301 Summit Ave, StP,
Mahady, Marboe, Sutton, Wright
No late fee through Nov. 6

(Trudy Mahady, a native Austrian, is a teacher of language for the Volksfest
Association of Minnesota. Peter Marboe is the director of the Austrian Cultural
Institute in New York. Vern Sutton is the director of the University. of Minnesota
Opera Workshop and a well-known Upper Midwest performing artist. William E.
Wright is a professorofModern European and Austrian History, anddirectorofthe
Center for Austrian Studies at the University)

CEW 0111 CONTEMPORARY VIEWS OF AMERICAN LIFE: THE SOCIAL AND
CULTURAL CONTEXT OF AMERICAN PAINTING, 1875-1940. No credit,
$60.

American artists of the late 19th century and early 20th century were often keenly
aware of the forces of social and cultural change evident in a rapidly industrialized
and urbanized America. This course aims to understand how artists responded to
new forces in American life by examining the visual record found in their canvases
and choice of subject matter. Themes gleaned from these canvases and examined
during the course include the impact of urbanization on the values of a once rural
America, the closing of the frontier, challenges posed by modem scientific theories,
immigration and urban ghettoization, the impact of the First World War, the jazz
age, and the Great Depression. (Offered in cooperation with Walker Art Center)
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 Th-1-3, Oct. 4-Nov. 8

(6 meetings), Walker Art Center,
Vineland Place, Mpls, Gambone
No late fee through Sept. 27

(Robert Gambone is a Ph.D. candidate in Art History and American StUdies)

IC 0111 UNDERSTANDING MOVIES: STRATEGIES FOR CRITICISM AND APPRECI· .
ATiON. No credit, $52.

This course is an attempt to understand movies through an awareness of cinematic
forms-those aspects of movies which make the film medium special and different
from other art forms. Our ability to appreciate and understand movies depends on
our knowledge of how movies are constructed, our ability to recognize What the
filmmaker is up to. To this end we will view and discuss several exceptional films
with an eye towards how they employ the special capacities of the visual media.
This will include comparisons of films which rely on dialogue to those which are
primarily visual, as well as comparisons of films which emphasize editing to those
which rely most heavily on casting and set~. Classes will include short lectures, film
screenings and discussions.
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 T-6:30-9, Oct. 2-Nov. 6

(6 sessions),
MurH 308, Griffin
No late fee through Sept. 25

1
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(Michael Griffin, visiting assistant professor, School of Journalism and Mass
Communication, has studied and taught with Amos Vogel, foremost critic of
independent film. He has also written articles on film and other visual media and
has worked as a documentary filmmaker)

IC 0112 FROM DUDELSACK THROUGH BACH AND BACK. No credit, $45.•
Students learn to enjoy music as it is found in.Austria and Germany. Folksong from
Alpine heights to Rhineland valleys, tavern songs to Lieder, and lander to waltz,
with special attention given the symphonic works of Bruckner and Brahms,
Schubert and Schumann, Strauss, Mozart, Mendelssohn, and Mahler.
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 M-7-9, Sept. 24-0ct. 22

(5 meetings), WullH 230, Byrne
(Richard Byrne, associate professor in the General College, is the director of
music at the Cathedral of St. Paul)

IC 0116 NEW TWIN CITIES THEATRE. No credit, $52.
Provides a provocative, stimulating, and thoughtfUl look at what has been
acclaimed to be some of the nation's very best and most original theatre. Attend
three performances from among these area companies: At the Foot of the
Mountain, Heart of the Beast, Cherry Creek, Actor's Theatre, Theatre Three,
Illusion Theatre, Palace Theatre (exact performances will depend on fall schedule
of these groups). Meet and talk with artists and discuss these productions.
Students get a close-up look at several of the area's most original and exciting
theatre companies. Tuition does not Include cost of theatre tickets.
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 Th-7-8:30, Oct. 4·18

(3 meetings plus two performances on
Thursday or Friday evenings),
WullH 130, O'Fallon
No late fee through Sept. 27

(David O'Fallon is director of Continuing Education in the Arts)
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IC 0117 OPERA: AN INTRODUCTION. No credit, $50.
What is it? Where did it come from? Increase your knowledge and broaden your
horizons as you trace the origins and development of opera, the marvel of Western
culture. Lecture, slides, and many musical examples. Includes discussion and
samplers of opera most likely heard today.
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 Sa-8:30 a.m.-12, Oct. 13-20

(2 meetings), StCen 110, StP Campus,
F Adelman, B Adelman
No late fee through Oct. 5

(Fred Adelman, professor emeritus and president of Opera St. Paul, and Bobbie
Adelman, have traveled on opera-centered visits to Europe and Australia and
throughout the U.S. utelong devotees to the art form, they are active in Twin Cities
opera education programs)

IC 0154 THE FUTURE OF THE CITY. No credit, $43.
Most urban areas are the product of a "bygone" era and are generally underserved
and in disrepair. They have an additional characteristic in common: they were
designed by people for the use of people. This course deals with the question of
how we as people can learn to anticipate the future of the urban environment and its
various scales-personal, neighborhood, city, metropolitan, and regional. The
information and techniques covered allow the student to identify and understand
the issues and forces governing the "Urban Dynamic" and suggest how they can
be utilized to enhance their investment in the future.
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 W-7-9, Oct. 3-Oct. 31

(5 meetings), Arch 20, Seiberlich
No late fee through Sept. 26

(Larry Seiberlich is a registered architect, a futurist, with a master's degree in
education. He is the head of the architectural program at North Hennepin
Community College)

*IC 0162 INTRODUCTION TO WEAVING. No credit, $59.
In this introduction to the gentle art of weaving, we explore basic weaving
techniques and patterns while becoming familiar with table and floor looms and
with different fibers. Expect to weave several samples. Attendance at the first
meeting is mandatory. (Limited to 20)
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 S&-9 a.m.-11:30, Oct 6-Nov. 10 (6 meetings),

WullH 340, Smits
No late fee through Sept. 28

(Anna Smits is an instructor in Art Education)

IC 0183 ANTIQUES: PRINCIPLES OF COLLECTING. No credit. Tentatively sched·
uled for 1985-86.

l
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IC 0167 PRINTMAKING. No credit, $33.
The idea of creating a single image again and again is a very exciting process. This
workshop is an introduction to printmaking. Emphasis is directed to a creative and
individual approach to the basic techniques of designing. processing, and printing.
Focus will be on adaptability to personal interests-such as designing greeting
cards, invitations, stationery, book-plates, and holiday items. Materials involve
linoleum, wood, cardboard for calligraphs or collage prints. Equipment and some
supplies will be furnished.
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 W-6:30-8:30, Oct. 3-24

(4 meetings),
WullH 220, Olson
No late fee through Sept. 26

(George Olson is Professor Emeritus in Art Education)

*IC 0168 STUDIO ART PAINTING IN OILS AND ACRYLICS. No credit, $78.
For those interested in the enjoyment and technique of painting. Sessions are
designed to encourage personal ideas and to improve skills to make them
artistically satisfying. Painting can be in acrylics or oils. Demonstrations, critiques,
and discussion will be included in class meetings. Instruction will be varied to
benefit the more advanced student as well as the beginner. Students should bring
sketch pad and pencil for the first meeting when a more detailed list of supplies will
be given. (Limited to 25)
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 T-6:30-9, Oct. 2-Nov. 20

(8 meetings),
ArtS 151, Safer
No late fee through Sept. 25

(Louis Safer is emeritus professor of art in the General College. He has exhibited
nationally and in Europe and his work is included in the collection at the
Smithsonian portrait gallery and the national gallery in Finland)

*IC 0196 MINNESOTA RAILROAD HISTORY: AN INSIDE LOOK. No credit, $39.
An inside look at more than a century of Minnesota railroad history from the
collections of the Minnesota Historical Society. Classes meet at the Society's St.
Paul Research Center at 1500 Mississippi St., home of one of American's largest
railroad research collections-the archives of the Northern Pacific and Great
Northern railways, which include some three linear miles of historic records. The
course offers an overview of the state's rail development since 1861 when the
locomotive "William Crooks" arrived by steamboat and a chance to view photo
graphs, advertising literature, maps, pamphlets, engineering and architectural
draWings, and other records. A Saturday morning field trip on Oct. 20 includes
visits to historic Twin Cities railroad sites. (Limited to 36)
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 T-7-9, Oct. 9-16

(2 meeting plus field trip).
See meeting site above. Wickre
No late fee through Oct. 2

(John M. Wickre is an archivist and railroad history specialist for the Minnesota
Historical Society)
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Careers, Interests, Personal Growth

*CEW 0201 CAREER PLANNING. No credit, $65 plus $10 course fee. Total $75.
Have you decided on a career goal? This class is for women who want to develop
strategies for setting successful career goals. Participants receive help in develop
ing individual career plans through lectures, interest testing, and the use of self
evaluation techniques. They learn decision-making and goal-setting skills to help
select or change careers. Students identify existing and potential occupational
skills and interests, and learn how to research jobs, identify available and
alternative. positions, and present themselves professionally. (Limited to 25)
Fa" Spec Term Sec 1 M-6:3O-8:3O, Oct. 1-29

(5 meetings), Walker Library,
2880 Hennepin Ave S. Mpls, Emerson
No late fee through Sept. 24

Sec 2 W-9:3O a.m.-11 :30, Oct. 3-31
(5 meetings), MacP, Peterson
No late fee through Sept. 26,

(Nadine Emerson, licensedpsychologist, is a counseloratMusca/a, Emerson and
Associates. Sue Peterson is a counselor in the Continuing Education and
Extension Counseling Departmentandis a licensedpsychologist. Carol Weeks is
a career counselor at Maca/ester College)

1
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*CEW 0202 FILE ...DON'T PILE. No credit, $25 IJlus $3 course fee. Total $28.
A simple and unique filing system presented in an enjoyable workshop setting. It is
especially useful for those who clip and save ideas, articles, patterns, poems,
quotes, notes, and recipes, and then spend months trying to find them again.
Through participation in demonstrations, class members become acquainted with
the system, then apply the technique to their personal needs with individual
direction from the instructor. All registrations must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope to receive necessary information for the first day of class.
Suggested reading: File .. .Don't Pile by Pat Dorff (available at most local
bookstores). (Limited to 25)
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 T-6-8:30, Oct. 2-16

(3 meetings), St. Louis Park Jewish
Community Center,
4330 Cedar Lake Rd, Dorff
No late fee through Sept. 25

(Patricia Dorff has a master's degree in library science)

*CEW 0203 INVESTMENT PROGRAMS FOR PEOPLE WITH INCOMES OF $20,000
OR LESS. No credit, $22.

If it takes money to make money, how can smaller investors get the most for their
investment? This course covers the basics of saving and investing for middle
income people, including money market funds and how to select one, how to go
about investing in stocks, and tax strategies. (Limited to 40)
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 Sa---1O a.m.-1, Nov. 3

(1 meeting), Washburn Library,
5244 Lyndale Ave S, Mpls,
Whittlinger
No late fee through Oct. 26

(Erica Whittlinger is a corporate financial consultant who has a private financial
consulting practice. She teaches in the graduate program in management at the
Col/ege of St. Thomas)

*CEW 0207 RELATIONSHIP COMMUNICATION. No credit, $23.
Dna of the most important aspects of any interpersonal relationship is communica
tion. This workshop helps participants gain a greater understanding ofcommunica
tion in the context of relationships and become more aware of their own
communication styles. The focus is on male and female communication styles,
clear and open communication, the role of conflict in relationships, and strategies
for productive uses of conflict. (Limited to 35)
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 Th-6-8, Oct. 4-11 (2 meetings),

NCCE 229, Kolman
No late fee through Sept. 27

(Anita Sue Kolman, Ph.D., sociology, is an assistant professor at Augsburg
College)
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*CEW 0214 CONFLICT OF PSYCHOLOGICAL DEPENDENCY. No credit, $42.

The conflict of psychological dependency is aA ongoing struggle toward personal
freedom in today's society. This course examines attitudes and behaviors that are
dependency based. Original sources/persons for these dependencies (which can
include dependency on others, or work or food) are discussed. Healthy and
unhealthy patterns of dependency are identified. Emphasis is placed on develop
ing strategies for wellness and on devising methods for ending or preventing
unhealthy dependencies. (Limited to 20)
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 M-9:30 a.m.-11:30, Oct. 1-22

(4 meetings), MacP, Brodie
No late fee through Sept. 24

(Jane Brodie is a licensed consulting psychologist in private practice with
Psychological Associates, Inc.)

*CEW 0215 STUDY SKILLS. No credit, $20.
Thinking about returning to school? About to begin your first class? Already in
school and having problems with your studies? This seminar offers techniques on
budgeting your time, developing efficient study habits, getting the most from
lectures and textbooks, taking and organizing notes, studying· for exams, and
taking exams. The seminar includes lecture, classroom discussion, and practical
exercises. (Limited to 25)
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 W-9 a.m.-1, Sept. 12 .

(1 meeting), MacP, DeNoble
No late fee through Sept. 5

(Jan DeNoble is a teaching specialist in the Reading and Writing Skills Center)

CEW 0216 WOMEN ALONE: ALIVE AND THRIVING. No credit, $56 (includes sup-
pers).

A supper seminar for women who are on their own: separated, divorced, never
married, widowed, or living apart from their spouses because of dual-career work
commitments. The aim of the program is to emphasize the positive aspects of

.being single and the many joys and opportunities available in today's society for
single women. Discussion includes loneliness, networking, making friends, being
comfortable with your own sexuality. There will be opportunity to interact with a
panel of single role models. The seminar is designed as an educational experi
ence, not a therapy group.
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 T-5:30-9, Oct. 16-30

(3 meetings), Cherrywood Room,
StCen, StP Campus, Thoen
No late fee through Oct. 9

(Gail Ann Thoen is assistant professor of psychology and family studies at the
University of Minnesota, and a marriage and family therapist in private practice)

*CEW 0220 ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING. No credit, $46.
Becoming assertive means not only standing up for one's rights in negative,
confrontative situations, but also being able to express beliefs, feelings, and
opinions in an honest, open, and appropriate way. This course will help you
increase communication skills while reducing anxiety and feelings of resentment
and guilt. Learn what distinguishes assertive behavior from both passive and
aggressive behavior. Experiment with ways to deal with day-to-day situations,
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choosing and practicing options that are the most effective for you. (Limited to 20)
Fall Spec: Term Sec 1 W-10 a.m.-12, Oct. 3-31 .

(5 meetings), MacP, Emerson
No late fee through Sept. 26

(Nadine Emerson, licensed psychologist, is a counselor atMuscala, Emerson and
Associates)

CEW 0222 INVESTMENTS AND PERSONAL FINANCIAL PLANNING. No credit, $46;
$16 for single session.

Designed especially for women, this seminar covers fundamental issues of sound
financial management planning. Intended for both the novice and experienced
investor, this series emphasizes concepts to help you better manage and control
your financial future. You may register for the series or individual sessions.
October 4: Erica Whittlinger. Financial Management Process. Taking your
financial inventory, personal budgeting and planning, determining goals and
objectives for investment, retirement, future expenditures, and cash control
procedures. October 11, Andrea Stanchfield Childs. Wi/ls, Estates, Trusts. The
best way to preserve and protect your assets to minimize estate taxes and make
certain your wishes are fulfilled. October 18, Erica Whittlinger. Income-Oriented
Investments. Money-market funds, bonds, preferred stocks, municipal bonds,
bond funds, GNMA trusts, and growth investment. October 25, Erica Whittlinger.
Tax Management. Tax-exempt and tax-deferred income sources. How tax shel
tered investments work, such as real estate and oil and gas, with emphasis on
evaluating the programs. (Offered in cooperation with the Woman's Club of
Minneapolis)
Fall Spec: Term Sec 1 Th-9:30 a.m.-12, Oct. 4-25

(4 meetings), Woman's Club of Minneapolis,
410 Oak Grove St,
Whittlinger, Childs
No late fee through Sept. 27

(Erica Whittlinger is a corporate financial consultant who has a private financial
consulting practice. She teaches in the graduate program in management at the
Co/lege of St. Thomas. Andrea Stanchfield Childs, J.D., is a personal financial
planner)

*CEW 0224 TAKING RISKS: A WOMAN'S DILEMMA. No credit, $46.
An introductory course designed to define and describe risk-taking, and increase
awareness of the cognitive and psychological factors related to taking risks.
Strategies for evaluating benefits and penalties associated with risk-taking in
various life situations are explored through lecture, class discussions, and
participation in class exercises for positive-outcome risk-taking. (Limited to 30)
Fall Spec: Term Sec 1 W~-8, Oct. 3·31

(5 meetings),
NCCE Library, Wood
No late fee through Sept. 26

(Gloria Wood is a psychologist working as a counselor in the General Co/lege at
the University)
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*CEW 0225 WOMEN AND DEPRESSION. No credit. $58.

From the popular press to scholarly journals. the widespread problem of depres
sion in women is increasingly a topic ofattention and controversy. Drawing from the
disciplines of psychology, psychiatry, biology, and sociOlogy, this course explores
interpersonal, cognitive, and biological theories which have been put forward to
explain the great vulnerability women appear to have to depression relative to men.
We will discuss what depression is in the context of other mood states and examine
current treatment approaches. (Limited to 35)
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 M---O-8, Sept. 24-0ct. 29,

(6 meetings),
NCCE 235, Lumry

(Ann E. Lumry, Ph.D., is a licensed consulting psychologist, Department of
Psychiatry, St. Paul-Ramsey Medical Center)

CEW 0228 LEGAL RIGHTS OF WOMEN. No credit, $33.
Includes a discussion of women's legal rights at work and at home, women on their
own or in families. women in business, and legal issues relating to credit and
owning property.
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 T-6:30-8:30, Oct. 2-9

(2 meetings),
NCCE 235. Wolf and Roback
No late fee through Sept. 25

(Judith M. Wolf and Donna L. Roback are attorneys and partners in the firm of
Roback and Wolf specializing in the areas of family law and employment law)

*CEW 0229 HOW TO PREPARE FOR GRADUATE ADMISSIONS TESTS. No credit.
$32 plus $7 special fee. Total $39.

Designed for students preparing to take the Graduate Record Examination (GRE),
or the Graduate Management Admissions Test (GMAT). The morning session
covers general test-taking skills as well as a review of the various types of verbal
questions presented on each of the tests. The afternoon session includes a review
of basic mathematics and quantitative reasoning skills. with ample opportunity to
practice typical test problems. There is some small-group work as well as a test
simulation exercise. (Limited to 40)
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 Sa---9 a.m.-4, Sept. 22

(1 meeting).
NCCE 140, Byrne
No late fee through Sept. 14

(Joan Byrne is director of independent study at Metropolitan State University)

IC 0414 ADVANCED ARTS MANAGEMENT: DECISION MAKING AND CONFLICT IN
THE ARTS ORGANIZATION. No credit, $90.

For those with a grasp of the basic principles and skills of nonprofit management.
Explores the difficult and challenging decisions confronting those who lead and
manage arts organizations in today's complex world. Key factors that affect
decision making are explored. including individual management styles, functions
and powers of the board and staff, artistic and administrative conflict, and the
policies (written and unwritten) of those agencies, public and private, who fund the
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arts. Examples, case studies, and presentations by leaders of area arts organiza
tions form the core of the course material. A high level of student participation and
analysis is expected.
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 M-4-6:30, Oct. 1-Nov. 19

(8 meetings), KoitH S134,
Willett-Getsinger, O'Fallon
No late fee through Sept. 24

(Margot Willett-Getsinger is the director of the Center for Local Arts Development
and David O'Fallon is the director of Continuing Education in the Arts)

IC 0417 DEALING WITH JOB STRESS. No credit, $41.
Turn boredom and discomfort into comfort and excitement. More than half of all
stress and dissatisfaction on the job is related to nonproductive behaviors.
Improving personal productivity is the single most effective method of dealing with
job stress. Much of the remaining stress is related to poor lifestyle. Changing into a
healthier lifestyle is another powerful tool for dealing with job stress. For the
remaining, seemingly irreducible stresses, this course teaches participants to
select and apply appropriate stress management or satisfaction enhancement
techniques. A final plan for improving productivity, reducing stress, increasing job
satisfaction, and reducing health risks is developed by each participant.
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 Sa---8 a.m.-12, Oct. 20-Nov. 10,

EBCEC 52, StP Campus
No late fee through Oct. 12

*IC 0440 HOW TO MARKET YOUR PHOTOGRAPHS. No credit, $46.
Taught by free-lance photographer Rohn Engh, this course tells you what you need
to know to sell your photos, and how to start up a photo marketing business. The
difference between a photograph and a marketable photograph is thoroughly
discussed. This is a marketing course and there is little emphasis on picture taking
itself; participants should already have knowledge of how to take a good
photograph. No camera is necessary. (Limited to 50)
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 WTh-6:30-9:30, Oct. 3, 4

(2 meetings),
EBCEC 155, StP Campus, Engh
No late fee through Sept. 26

(Aohn Engh is the author of Sell and Re-Sell Your Photos)

IC 0445 LAYOUT AND PASTEUP FOR BEGINNERS. No credit, $43.
How to create an effective and attractive newsletter, poster or brochure for your
organization, business, or club. Techniques of layout including various formats;
papers; printing processes; instant lettering and photo typesetting; art and
photography; selecting type sizes and styles for legibility and readability; pasteup
for camera-ready copy; postal regUlations; and working with your printer.
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 T-7-9, Sept. 25-0ct. 23

(5 meetings), Arch 40, Anderson
(Janice Anderson, a commercial artist, is a teaching specialist in the Department
of Design)
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*IC 0531 YOGA AND MEDITATION. No credit, $60.
The Yoga tradition, codified by the Indian sage Patanjali, is a systematic method of
self-unfoldment. Yoga practices include the careful observation and gradual
mastery of elements of the personality; body movement and posture, breathing,
physical and mental relaxation, and the nature of mind and consciousness. Course
will give beginning practices in physical yoga and meditation; lecture on history and
philosophical concepts. (Limited to 30)
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 M-6:30-8:30, Oct. 1·Nov. 5 (6 meetings),

NCCE 229, Sovik
No late fee through Sept. 24

(Rolf E. Sovik is executive director of the Center for Higher Consciousness and
has an advanced teacher certification from the Himalayan Institute Teachers'
Association)

IC 0574 SMALL LANDLORDS: RIGHTS, REMEDIES, AND OBLIGATIONS TO TEN-
ANTS. No credit, $66.

Intended for landlords and landladies who own small rental income properties.
There are no prerequisites for the course; the course is designed specifically for
laypersons, Le., those who have had no previous legal courses. The following
topics will be included: What to do before the tenant moves in; leases and rental
agreements; Landlords' rights, remedies, and obligations; Tenants' rights and
obligations; Who is responsible for making repairs, and redecorating; Housing
code; Liability for personal injuries; Landlord identification; abandonment by
tenant; Eviction by landlord; Unlawful detainer; Constructive eviction; What to do
immediately before and after tenant moves out; Security deposits-prepayment of
rent; and use of conciliation court.
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 M-6:30-9, Oct. 1-Nov. 19 (8 meetings),

NichH 122, Egge
No late fee through Sept. 24

(Trygve Egge is an attorney and real estate broker)

IC 0581 SPANISH FOR TRAVELERS. No credit, $49.
A survival course for those with no previous knowledge of Spanish. Will provide you
with the basic Spanish vocabulary necessary for coping with everyday travel
situations: changing money, obtaining train tickets and information, renting hotel
rooms, shopping, ordering meals, asking directions, understanding telephones,
post offices, and public transportation systems. Increased knowledge of Spain,
Latin American, and of Hispanic culture will help you travel more adventurously and
more economically. Emphasis will vary from area to area within the Hispanic world.
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 M-7-8:40, Oct 1-Nov. 5 (6 meetings),

FolH 207
No late fee through Sept. 24
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The Natural World

Members of the BeU Museum of Natural History may register for BeU Museum courses at
reduced tuition.

*IC 0200 FIELD ECOLOGY IN MINNESOTA. No credit (3.3 CEUs available), $85. $76
for Bell Museum members (indicate membership numberon registration fonn).

Minnesota has an astonishingly large array of habitats, from peatlands to
droughtstressed prairies, oak savannahs, rich maple-basswood forests, pine
woods, cattailmarshes, cedar swamps, and thousands of lakes. This course gives
you the tools to understand more about the interactions among plants, animals,
soils, geology, and climate to add to your enjoyment of the outdoors. Classroom
sessions involve lectures, slides, and discussion to introduce you to some of the
fundamental concepts in ecology such as energy flow, nutrient cycling, species
diversity, succession, and adaptation. There is a half-day field trip (sept. 29) to
Wolsfeld Woods, a fUll-day field trip (Oct. 13) to Cedar Creek Natural History Area,
and an overnight field trip (Oct. 27-28) to Itasca State Park. Students visit various
types of Minnesota environments, and stretch understanding of them by applying
the concepts discussed in class. (Limited to 25)
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 W-7-9, Sept. 26-Oct. 31

(6 meetings plus field trips),
BellMus 175 (use SW entrance), Allison
No late fee through Sept. 19

(Taber Allison is an experienced field ecologist and outdoor educator, and a
graduate student in Ecology and Behavioral Biology)
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*IC 0207 MINNESOTA PLANTS AND THEIR USES. No credit, (1.8 CEUs available),

$59. $53 for Bell Museum members (indicate membership number on
registration form).

Learn some oi the common plants, both native and introduced, that have provided
people with a source of food, beverages, medicine, fibers for clothing and rope, ~
dyes for skin and fabric, poisons, and folklore. Included in the course are
discussions of basic plant identification and of the various plant groups-including j
mushrooms, lichens, ferns, conifers, and flowering plants. Material is presented as
demonstrations and slide-illustrated lectures. Two Saturday field trips in the Twin I
Cities area (Sept. 29 and Oct. 13). (Limited to 25) ~

Fall Spec Term Sec 1 W-7-9, Sept. 19-0ct. 17
(5 meetings plus field trips),
BioSci 12, StP Campus, Bergad

(Robert Bergad teaches Plants Useful to Man and Minnesota Plant Life in the
University Extension division, and biology at Hamline University. Currently he is
writing a book about the uses of Minnesota plants)

..tIC 0217 MARSH, SWAMP, BOG, AND FEN-MINNESOTA'S WETLANDS. No
credit, (3.4 CEUs available), $70. $63 for Bell Museum members (indicate
membership number on registration form).

Minnesota's wetlands are rarely visited except by scientists and naturalists.
Students will explore them in bugless, cool weather. Field trips to a bog with
insectivorous plants, a dark and quiet black spruce swamp, an alkaline fen with
showy flowers, a cattail marsh, and a peat mining area. Lectures cover wetland
classification, typical flora and fauna, hydrology and wetland values. Two Saturday
morning field trips (Sept. 22, Wood Lake Nature Center; Sept. 29, Minnesota River
valley), and one weekend trip (Oct. 6, 7) to Cloquet. Students should be prepared
for cold water. (Offered in cooperation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Limited to 25)
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 T-7-9, Sept. 11-0ct. 9

(5 lectures plus field trips),
BeliMus 311 (use SW entrance), Sigford
No late fee through Sept. 4

(Ann Sigford is manager at Wood Lake Nature Center)

IC 0218 STUDYING MAMMALS IN THE-FIELD. No credit, (3.0 CEUs available), $66.
$59 for Bell Museum members (indicate membership number on registration
form).

Most mammals are secretive and rarely seen, yet are an important and fascinating
component of many biological communities. This field-oriented course explores
ways that mammals are studied in the wild, with emphasis on some of our local
mammalian fauna. Students learn about mammalian ecology and behavior
through direct observation, identification of sign, and application of monitoring
techniques. Methods demonstrated in the field include radio tracking, census
techniques, scent stations, and trapping. Previous knowledge of Minnesota's
mammals is useful (IC 0215 or equivalent) but not essential. Three field trips: two
half-day Saturday trips (Sept. 22 and 29), tentatively scheduled to Sherburne
National Wildlife Refuge and Cedar Creek Natural History Area; and one weekend

26 IC means Informal Courses
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trip (Oct. 5-7) to Itasca State Park, where autumn colors, as well as mammal
populations, should be at a peak.
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 Th-7-9, Sept. 20-0ct. 4

(3 lectures pius field trips),
BellMus 311 (use SW entrance), Nordquist
No late fee through Sept. 13

(Gerda Nordquist is a graduate student in Ecology and Behavioral Biology who
has done field work on mammals in Minnesota and elsewhere)

*IC 0222 IDENTIFYING BIRDS: AN INTRODUCTION TO ORNITHOLOGY. No credit,
(3.0 CEUs available), $78. $70 for Bell Museum members (indicate member
ship number on registration form).

By combining classroom time with Saturday field trips, this course provides an
opportunity for lab study and observation of birds in their natural habitat. The
course is designed to help those interested in birds learn the general principles of
field identification, as well as teach them to recognize many of the common species
of Minnesota birds. Bird behavior and ecology will also be discussed. There will be
four Saturday trips: Fall-Sept. 15 (all day) to Hawk Ridge, Duluth; Sept. 22, 29
(morning) local; and Oct. 6 (all day) toCrex Meadows Wildlife Area, Wisconsin.
Spring-Apr. 6 (all day) to Crex Meadows; and Apr. 13, 20, 27 (morning) local.
(Limited to 50)
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 W-7-9, Sept. 12-Oct. 17 (6 meetings

plus field trips), BeIlMus 311 (use
SW entrance), Blockstein
No late fee through Sept. 5

(David Blockstein and Chris Rimmer are graduate students in Ecology and
Behavioral Biology)

*IC 0227 MUSHROOM IDENTIFICAnON. No credit, (1.8 CEUs available), $67. $60 for
Bell Museum members (indicate membership number on registration form).

Designed for persons seeking an introduc;tion to the common fleshy fungi of
Minnesota, including edible and poisonous mushrooms. The methods and re
sources for identifying and collecting mushrooms in the field are stressed. Reasons
why mushrooms grow where and when they do are explored. Instruction includes
lectures, informal laboratory study, and Saturday field trips to locations where
mushrooms are fruiting. Class participants need a 10X to 15X hand lens and a
container suitable for collecting mushrooms. Three half-day saturday field trips:
Sept. 22 to Carlos Avery Wildlife Management Area, Sept. 29 to Afton State Park,
and Oct. 6 (location dependent on availability of mushrooms). (Limited to 25)
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 M-7-8:30, Sept. 17-Oct. 8 (4 meetings

plus field trips), BeIlMus 175 (use
SWentrance), E Stewart, S Stewart
No late fee through Sept. 10

(Elwin Stewart is a mycologist, and teaches in the DepartmentofPlant Pathology.
Sara Stewart is an art/st interested in the natural history of mushrooms)
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*IC 0235 MINNESOTA BIRDS: ABUNDANCE AND DISTRIBUTION. No credit, (2.0
CEUs available), $64. $58 for Bell Museum members (indicate membership
number on registration form). •

A continuation of IC 0222 and IC 0229, but with a concentration on the distribution
and abundance of Minnesota's birds. Leaming birds not only means identification
but knowing where they are found, when is the best time of year to see certain
species, how many species there are in Minnesota, and how many you can expect
to see. Birding can be a lifelong hobby if you learn the skills of where, when. and
how many birds. Classroom sessions are combined with half-day Saturday field
trips. Fall section: Aug. 25 to Minnesota River Valley National Wildlife Refuge;
Sept. 8, Lebanon Hills, Dakota County; Sept. 15, Sherburne NWR; Sept. 22, Rice
Lake State Park. AII·day field trip during mid·November to view swans and eagles
on the Mississippi River. Spring section: Apr. 13, Minnesota River Valley NWR;
Apr. 20, Sherburne NWR; May 4, Frontenac State Park; plus a weekend trip (Apr.
27-28) to Salt Lake, near Madison. Minn. Short Monday evening field trips from 5
p.m. to dusk to be scheduled. These trips give the advanced observer a chance to
increase observational skills and to increase the Minnesota Life List. (Limited to 25)
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 M-7-9, Aug. 20, 27, Sept. 10, 17

(4 meetings plus field trips).
BeliMus 311 (use SW entrance), Janssen
This class begins before the start of the
regular fall term. Registrations will be
accepted beginning Aug. 1, in room 180
Wesbrook Hall. Call 376-7500 for
more information.
No late fee through Aug. 13

(Bob Janssen is editor of The Loon and co-author of Minnesota Birds: When,
Where and How Many. He is one ofthe mostexperienced field ornithologists in the
state)

IC 0254 SUPER-INSULATED AND OTHER ENERGY EFFICIENT NEW CONSTRUC-
TION. No credit, $52.

An in-depth survey of new housing design concepts for homeowners and
contractors. Includes discussions on environmental design. earth-sheltered and
super-insulated housing, airlvapor barriers, air-to-air heat exchangers, efficient
central and zone heating and cooling systems, energy-saving domestic hot water
systems, energy conserving appliances, financing new construction. and energy
costs projections. Guest speakers from private businesses, organizations, and
state agencies.
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 W-7-9:30, Oct 3-31 (5 meetings)

FordH 70, Getty
No late fee through Sept. 26

(Scott Getty, former director of Ouroboros South, is president of Solatech, Inc., a
supplier of low-energy housing products)

IC means Informal Courses
CEW means Continuing Education for Women
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*IC 0274 NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY: ART, AND TECHNIQUE. No credit, (2.4 CEUs

available), $66. $59 for Bell Museum members. (indicate membership number
on registration form)

Covers a wide variety of techniques used in photographing landscapes, flowers,
birds, mammals, and insects. Those who enroll should own or have access to a 35
mm camera and have some experience using it. Methods discussed during lecture
will be practiced during three Saturday morning field trips. Topics include telephoto
and macrophotography, "wet-belly" photography, effective composition, elec
tronic flash, and film and equipment choice. A major theme is how understanding
natural history can improve your chances of successfully photographing plants and
animals. Designed for those with natural history or scientific interests who want to
come home with striking, rather than ineffective, photographs. Class sessions
include critiquing of students' slides. There will be three Saturday morning field
trips on Sept. 29, Oct. 6, 13. (Limited to 25)
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 T-7-9, Sept. 25-OCt. 30

(6 meetings pius field trips),
BeliMus 175 (use SW entrance), Edinger
No late fee through Sept. 18

(Bruce Edinger is a graduate student in the Department of Ecology and
Behavioral Biology, has published his photographs in national and state maga
zines, and is program chairman for the Minnesota Nature Photography Club)

IC 0294 SAILING BASIC TECHNIQUES. No credit, $66.
If you've ever watched a sailboat breezing along a lake and thought, "I'd like to do
that," this course is for you. Designed for the absolute novice, it helps students
learn about the beginning techniques of sailing, different kinds of small boats, gear,
boating safety, and what it would cost to buy your own sailboat.
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 Th-7-9, Sept. 27-Nov. 15 (8 meetings),

ClaOff B30, StP Campus, Bodley
No late fee through Sept. 20

Writing and Literature
*CEW 0300 CREATIVE WRITING. No credit, $63.

A workshop for both new and experienced writers of prose: fiction, journal writing,
memoir, and creative essay. The class encourages students to discover how to
best write about their life, feelings, and thoughts. Exercises are given to generate
raw material, experiment with different voices, and polish and play with language.
Students' writing will be read and discussed in class-as well as selected prose by
contemporary writers. The aim is to enjoy the satisfaction of writing while
developing style and technique. (Limited to 15)
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 Th-1-3, Oct. 4-Nov. 15

(7 meetings), MacP, Perry
No late fee through Sept. 27

(Susan Perry is a full-time free-lance writer. She has written articles for more than
100 magazines and newspapers and is the author of 11 children's books)
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*CEW 0301 JOURNAL WRITING. No credit, $48.
Journal writing is an expressive form that is free from conventions and rules. You
cannot do it wrong. Students write about their lives and what they are thinking and,
when they choose, share their work with others in the class. For those who love the
journal form and have had no experience writing journals, or for those who have
taken previous classes. Students read Tristine Ranier's The New Diary. (Limited to
20)
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 W-1-3, Oct. 3-Nov. 7

(6 meetings), MacP, Mucke
No late fee through Sept. 26

(Edith Mucke, assistant professor, is a former director of Continuing Education for
Women)

CEW 0305 THE BRONT~ WORLD. No credit, $47.
The class examines the relationships between the lives and the literature of
Charlotte, Emily, and Anne Bronte. Powerless as daughters, as sisters to
Branwell, as dependent and plain women, they were powerful in their art. They
transformed their desolate landscape and constrained Oves and offered new
feminist myths of power and liberation from captivity. Students should read the first
half of The Tenant of Wi/dfell Hall by Anne Bronte by the first class session.
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 M-1-3, Sept. 24·0ct. 22

(5 meetings), MacP, Wadman
(Karen Wadman has been an adjunct instructor in the Department of English)

CEW 0306 FROM FAUST TO STEPPENWOLF: NOVELS AND PLAYS TRANSLATED
FROM THE GERMAN LANGUAGE. No credit, $80.

From Goethe through Nietzsche and Schnitzler to Thomas Mann, Kaffka, Hesse
and others, the class studies and discusses the different literary styles and forms
through the 19th century into the 20th century. Beginning with Goethe's classical
view of man in Faust, the class traces each author's views of man's role in relation
to universal moral values and to the changing society of their fellow man. Fall:
Goethe's Faust and Fontana's Effie Briest are analyzed. Students read Nie
tzsche's Thus Spoke Zarathustra and excerpts from Beyond Good and Evil in
order to understand better the moral and philosophical thoughts underlying the
mood of the novels and plays that will follow in the winter and spring terms.
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 W-10 a.m.-12, Oct. 3-Dec. 12

(10 meetings-no class Nov. 21),
MacP, Kheim
No late fee through Sept. 26

Sec 2 Th-7-9, Oct. 4·Dec. 13
(10 meetings-no class Nov. 22),
FolH 207, Kheim
No late fee through Sept. 27

(Johanna Kheim has taught French andhumanities at the University ofMinnesota)

*CEW 0307 WRITING FICTION FOR YOUNG PEOPLE. No credit, $80 plus $5 special
fee. Total $85.

There are certain facets of talent involved in writing fiction, but more are elements
of craft that can (and must) be learned. Whether you have been writing for years
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and are looking for critical support, or are just thinking about starting an~ need
information and the discipline of a group, this class is for you. The goal of the class
is to increase skills, confidence, and critical capacity. Class time is divided between
lectures on the craft of fiction, and students- reading aloud and receiving response
to their manuscripts. Instructor is available one-half hour before class for individual
conferences. Information is provided on manuscript preparation and marketing.
(Limited to 18)

Fall Spec Term sec 1 T-1-3:30, Sept. 25-Nov. 13
(8 meetings), MacP, Bauer

(Marion Dane Bauer, professional writing teacher, is an award-winning novelist)

CEW 0310 WOMEN'S L1TERATUREIWO~EN'SHISTORY. No credit, $51.
Novels written by women for women constitute a large, easily accessible body of
historical documents concerning women's thoughts and lives. Until recently, fiction
has rarely been used to analyze historical trends and social conditions, but the
development of the field of social history, which focuses on the daily lives of men
and women, has encouraged the use of nontraditional sources, particularly in the
study of women's lives. In this course, students discuss various issues pertaining to
the use of novels in historical inquiry. They explore various themes in the history of
women in the United States, from the middle of the 19th century to the present, by
reading novels written by and about women, Books include Uttle Women, The
Breadgivers, Their Eyes Were Watching God, the DoIlmaker, and Meridian.
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 T-10:30 a.m.-12:30, Sept. 25-Oct. 30

(6 meetings), Walker Library,
2880 Hennepin Ave S, Mpls,
Hyman

(Colette Hyman is a doctoral candidate in the Department ofHistory, specializing
in women's history)

*CEW 0311 WRITING FOR WOMEN'S MAGAZINES. No credit, $60.
A practical course designed to help writers sell their nonfiction work to maga
zines--primarily women's magazines. Ina workshop atmosphere, students learn
how to analyze markets, write query letters, conduct interviews, research, or
ganize, and write articles. (Offered in cooperation with Southdale Library. Limited
to 15)
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 T-1-3, Oct. 2-Nov. 6

(6 meetings), Southdale Library,
7001 York AveS, Edina,
Perry
No late fee through Sept. 25

(Susan Perry is a full-time free-lance writer who has written articles for more than
100 magaZines and newspapers, including Ms., USAir, Lady's Circle, Twin Cities,
and the Washington Post)

IC 0436 MAGAZINE WRITING. No credit, $63.
The rapidly grOWing world of magazines provides many opportunities for the
freelance writer. This practical course helps you get started by treating topics such
as how to get article ideas; types of articles; writing techniques; how to query an
editor; writing ethics and etiquette; manuscript submission. Class format consists
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of lecture, discussion, and critiques of students' work.
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 TIl--6:30-9, Sept. 27-Nov. 15 (8 meetings),

FordH 60, Clapp
(Betty Clapp is an instructor in Journalism and Mass Communication at the
University)

IC 0439 CREATIVE WRITING. No credit, $44.
A course for those interested in writing plays, poetry, novels, or other forms of
fiction. It deals with methods to tap the creative process, imagination, and ways to
surround ourselves with an environment to enhance our writing.
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 T-7-9, Oct. 2-Nov. 6 (6 meetings),

FordH 150, Balfour
No late fee through Sept. 25

(Conrad Balfour is an instructor in the General Col/ege)

*IC 0441 NEWSLETTER WRITING. No credit, $40.
Does your association, business, club, or organization issue a newsletter? Gain or
improve your newsletter skills with this course. Class sessions include lectures and
discussions on how to write articles for your newsletterS, how to develop skills and
techniques to write informative and interesting material for your pUblication, how to
set up a schedule, and the importance of lead sentences and paragraphs. Sources
of information for articles, writing good headlines, and the kinds of information best
suited for you readership. (Limited to 25)
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 M-7-9, Oct. 1-22 (4 meetings),

FordH 70, Clapp
No late fee .through Sept. 24

(Betty Clapp is an instructor in Journalism and Mass Communication at the
University)

Computers and Mathematics

Math AnXiety Program

The Math Anxiety Program is designed especially for people who are afraid of
mathematics or who encounter blocks in mathematics. Through a combination of
course work and supportive services, students can overcome their fear of mathe
matics and master the level of mathematics they need or want. The program helps
students deal with their attitudes and feelings about math at the same time they are
working on their math skills. Cia.... In the Math Anxiety Program Include Math
Anxiety Diagnostic Clink, Math Anxiety Support Group, Arithmetic tuId Ekmentory
Algebra, Math Anxiety TuhJrial, and Talcing 1M Sting Out ofStat: StatUtics for Non·
StatUticians.

2 IC means Informa/Courses
CEW means Continuing Education for Women
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*CEW 0400 ARITHMETIC AND ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA. No credit, $100 for sec 1,

3, 4. $120 for s~c 2.
Arithmetic Part of the Course: Individualized instruction and group lecture in basic
mathematics including fractions, decimals, ratio and proportion, percentages, the
Metric System, and word problems from these areas. Students proceed at their
own rate. Students may listen to lectures or work on an independent basis with the
supervision of one of two instructors.No math background necessary. f/ementary
Algebra Part of the Course: Individualized instruction and group lecture in
elementary algebra including signed numbers, solving equations, graphing,
factoring, rational expressions, and roots and radicals. Students proceed at their
own rate. Students listen to lectures or work on an independent basis with the
supervision of one of two instructors. Students must have a strong background in
arithmetic to do this part of the course. Elementary algebra students who want to
review specific topics in arithmetic may sit in on the arithmetic lectures. (Limited to
50)
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 W-5:30-8, Oct. 3-Dec. 12

(11 meetings), JonesH 2, Robertson
No late fee through Sept. 26

Sec 2 W-9:30 a.m.-12, Sept. 26-Jan. 16
(16 meetings-no class Dec. 26),
MacP, McMorrow and Beste

(Douglas Robertson is an assistantprofessor in the. Division of Science, Business,
and Mathematics of the General College. Vivian McMorrow has been an
instructor in the CEW Math Anxiety program since 1975. Carol Beste has been
with the c"Ew Math Anxiety Program since 1982 and has previously taught for the
Weekend College at St. Catherine's)

*CEW 0401 COMPUTERS: A PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION. No credit, $77 plus $6
course fee. Total $83 (includes computer time).

Designed for the novice who would like to develop an understanding of computers.
Students learn how to communicate effectively with people in the computer
science field and obtain Itgeneral knowledge of what the computer can do and how
it will affect our lives. Explore how the computer is used as a problem-solving tool
and why it seems to be a problem-creating tool. Topics covered include equipment,
personnel, applications, history, future uses, the mathematics of computers, and
programming. The programming language BASIC, used in most home computers,
is presented. Participants have the opportunity to run simple programs in BASIC for
approximately two hours. (Limited to 26)
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 MW-5:30-8:30, Sept. 17, 19, 24

(3 meetings), VinH 213, Ressler
No late fee through Sept. 10

(Tom Ressler is an instructor in the School of Mathematics)

CEW 0402 MATH ANXIETY DIAGNOSTIC CLINIC. No credit, $25.
The Diagnostic Clinic is the introductory step in the Math Anxiety Program. The
clinic explores mathematics as a problem-solving tool. and the nature of math
anxiety-how it develops and how it affects math performance. Tests and
questionnaires are used to help participants identify math skills and level of math
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anxiety. An overview of the math program and supportive services is given.
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 TIl-9 a.m.-12, Sept. 13

(1 meeting), MacP,
Robertson, Claesgens
No late fee through Sept. 6

Sec 2 TIl-5:30-8:30, Sept. 13
(1 meeting), NCCE 140,
Robertson, Claesgens
No late fee through Sept. 6

(Douglas Robertson is an assistantprofessor in the Division ofScience. Business.
and Mathematics of the General College. Joan C/aesgens is program coordinator
of the Math Anxiety Program in CEW)

*CEW 0404 MATH ANXIETY SUPPORT GROUP. No credit, $34.
The support group works with participants in examining attitudes and behavior
toward learning math, dealing with test anxiety, building a confident approach to
math, and applying assertive techniques in gaining control over math anxiety. Led
by a counseling psychologist and designed to complement the math classes.
Students are encouraged to participate in the Diagnostic Clinic and enroll in a math
class. (Limited to 20)
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 T---6-7:30, Oct. 9-Nov. 6

(5 meetings), NichH 209A. Peterson
No late fee through Oct. 2 .

(Sue Peterson is a counselor in the Continuing Education and Extension Counsel
ing Department and is a licensed psychologist)

MATH ANXIETY TUTORIAL. No charge.
Free tutorial services for students enrolled in CEW math classes are available
every other week one hour prior to the evening Arithmetic and Elementary Algebra
classes. Complete schedule information available at first class session of Arithme
tic and Elementary Algebra.

CEW 0406 TAKING THE STING OUT OF STATISTICS: STATISTICS FOR NONSTA·
TISTICIANS. No credit, $76.

A preparatory course for QA 1050 or undergraduate or graduate-level statistics in
psychology or sociology, designed especially for people who are afraid of taking
statistics or who want a basic understanding of statistical concepts. The class
familiarizes students with statistical vocabulary and notation, descriptive statistics,
probability distributions, and hypothesis testing. Students who lack sufficient
background in arithmetic or algebra should consider taking Arithmetic and
Elementary Algebra prior to taking this course.
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 T---6-8, Sept. 25·Nov. 27

(10 meetings), NCCE 229, Brach
(Elana Brach is a graduate student in psychometrics)

IC means Informal Courses
CEW means Continuing Education for Women
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IC 0592 WHICH HOME COMPUTER TO BUY? No credit, $49.
Are you in the market for a micro-computer? Are you confused by the multitude of
choices available to you? This course is for you. Students will learn how to identify
specific computer needs, what to look for when purchasing software, types of
hardware available, and demonstrations of equipment
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 T-7-9, Oct 2-30 (5 sessions), AkerH 319,

Marker
No late fee through Sept. 25

(Carolyn Marker is a senior systems analyst, Audio-Visual Ubrary Service,
University of Minnesota)

IC 0594 COMPUTING: WHAT IS IT? No credit, $45 plus $5 course fee. Total $50.
Using plain English, the basic concepts of computing are explored. Introduces
computing terminology; shows you what computers look like; explains how and
why they work; tells what computers are and are not capable of doing; describes
what you must know to use a computer. Provides a first opportunity to use a
computer; discusses the impact and ethics of computing; encourages you to think
of ways you could use computers more. Designed for anyone who knows little or
nothing about computers.

Fall Spec Term Sec 1 W-6:15-8:30, Sept 26-0ct17
(4 meetings), ApH 150, Giese
No late fee through Sept. 19

(David Giese is a professor in the General College and division head in the
Department of Science, Business, and Mathematics)

*IC 0596 INTRODUCTION TO WORD PROCESSING. No credit, $43 tuition plus $11
special fee. Total $54. .

A word processor is like an electronic typewriter with a screen. It enables you to
enter letters, memos, papers, and reports, make corrections on them, and print
them on paper. The information you type on a word processor is stored on a
magnetic disk instead of on paper. This system gives you flexibility in making
changes without having to retype entire pages. Word processors are used by
secretaries. writers, educators, or anyone who has to prepare written documents.
This course provides 10 hours of hands-on experience with word processing and
teaching you the basics of operating and using the system. All students must attend
the first class session (Mon., Sept 24 in the fall or Mon., Jan. 14 in the winter, HckrH
329, StP Campus, 6-8). Thereafter, register for one lab section. (Each section
limited to 7)

Fall Spec Term Sec 1 T-6-8, Sept 25-0ct 23
(5 lab sessions),
HckrH 329. StP Campus, Winkler
No late fee through Sept. 17

Sec 2 W-6-8. Sept 26-0ct 25
(5 lab sessions),
HckrH 329, StP Campus, Winkler
No late fee through Sept. 17

Sec 3 Th-6-8, Sept 27-0ct 25
(5 lab sessions),
HckrH 329. StP Campus, Winkler
No late fee through Sept. 17

(Victoria Winkler is an associate professor in Rhetoric at the University)
35.
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Social and Historical Insights
CEW 0501 ECONOMIC POLICY IN A PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN SEASON. No

credit, $63.

We hear so many claims and charges about the performance of the economy, and
so many promises to "fix" it. The media report the speeches but provide little
framework or background analysis to help us penetrate the jargon and political
overstatements. This course fills that gap. It provides the economic and political
analysis on current issues of national economic policy such as unemployment and
inflation; supply side "Reaganomics;" the federal bUdget, and coping with $200
billion deficits; the world economy: gold, the dollar, and foreign debt crises; does
America need an industrial policy?; the deregulation of banking and finance, and
the direction of monetary policy.

Fall Spec Term Sec 1 Th-10 a.m.-12, Oct. 4-Nov. 15
(7 meetings), MacP, Green
No late fee through Sept. 27

(George Green is an associate professor in the Department of History)

CEW 0502 MIDDLE EAST KALEIDOSCOPE: THE QUEST FOR A LASTING PEACE.
No credit, $50.

The shifting sands of Arab and Israeli myths, prejudices, and emotions obscure the
American national interest in a lasting peace in the Middle East. This 5-part course
includes historical, moral, and material bases for conflicting rights. United States
successes and failures, and the political, economic, and ethical bases of American
foreigR policy in the area. Students are invited to construct altemative courses of
action for the United-States.

Fall Spec Term Sec 1 T-10 a.m.-12, Oct. 16-Nov. 13
(5 meetings), MacP, Quinlan
No late fee through Oct. 9

(C. Patrick Quinlan is a retired American diplomat with ten years ofservice in the
Middle East and extensive working experience in civil rights in the.U.S.)

IC 0541 SOIL POLLUTION AND PUBLIC POLICY. No credit, $45.
Round table discussions of public policy issues. Lecture topics include: The Weird
Hydrology of Karst, Dirtying the Groundwater in S.E. Minnesota, What to Do with
Toxic Wastes, the Physical and Chemical Processes of Leaching, and the Ins and
Outs of Nitrogen. (Meets concurrently with Soil 3118)
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 T-6:30-8:30. Sept. 25-Nov. 27

(10 class meetings),
Soils 321, StP Campus, Adams

(Russell S. Adams, Professor, Department of Soil Science, is the course
coordinator)

IC 0603 THE SOVIET UNION TODAY. No credit, $54.
The Soviet Union looms larger than ever before on the American horizon as we
look into the 1980s. Yet while ourjUdgments about the internal and foreign affalrsof
that country have an influence on U.S. policies. we remain insufficiently informed
about its history and the complexity of its current situation. This course offers an

IC means Informal Courses
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overview of key problems of recent Soviet history and affairs and, in the process,
introduces the student to the diversity of opinions and interpretations about the
nature of the Soviet Union. Each session presents a lecture followed by a question
and-answer period on a main problem in today's Soviet Union. Topics covered
include recent trends and directions in Soviet politics; Soviet poiicy and the West;
the military in Soviet life and politics; the Soviet economy; culture and the arts; and
social, ethnic. and intellectual ferment in the 80s.
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 Th-7-9, Sept. 27-Nov. 1 (6 meetings)

FordH 150, Hayes
No late fee through Sept. 20.

(Nicholas Hayes is the executive director of the Associated Colleges of the Twin
Cities and a specialist in the history of the Soviet Union)

IC 0604 BURIED CITIES OF THE ANCIENT ROMANS: POMPEII. HERCULANEUM.
No credit, $47.

The catastrophic events of August 24, 79 A.D., that submerged Pompeii and
Herculaneum (as well as many pleasure villas and working farms along the Bay of
Naples) in an avalanche of ashes, pumice. and volcanic mud, brought life in these
prosperous centers to a sudden and total stop. Unearthed by archaeologists over
the centuries, these once-buried cities have revealed a wealth of information about
daily life during the early Roman Empire. In this course students explore through
slide lectures and discussion the activities, interests. and beliefs of the ancients as
evidenced from the primary sources: archaeology. art, inscriptions. including
graffiti and literature. In addition, various aspects of modern Italian life will be
considered for providing possible interpretations of the archaeological record.
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 T-7-9, Oct. 2·Nov. 6

(6 meetings). MechE 221 Gulino
No late fee through Sept. 25

(Rosanne Gulino, an advanced graduate student in the Department of Classics,
has done extensive research on Pompeii)

•
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Free Library Course

Using the library efficiently is essential whether you are looking for a single fact or
for many varied information sources. Learn to save time and effort in the library
with the free, two-session library course offered each quarter. The instructor for
this noncredit course is Assistant Professor Marcia Pankake of the University
Libraries.

Everyone is welcome. No preregistration is necessary. Call 376-7500 for
campus and parking maps.

Part I Everyone's Guide to the Whole LIbrary

Characteristics of various types of libraries in the Twin Cities; different kinds of
library services and materials; how libraries are organized; major types of
information sources and access to them; how to use library catalogs; how to use
periodical indexes.

Part II The Whole Library Is More Than The Sum of Its Parts

Building on the principles presented the previous week, this session presents
reference books and how to discover and use them; guides to reference
literature; search strategy; using the library for research.

Fall Qtr T-Oct. 2, 9, 6:30-9,. Mgmt/Econ 160, Pankake
Winter Otr W-Jan. 16, 23, 6:30-9, Mgmt/Econ 160, Pankake
Spring Otr T-Apri19, 16,6:30-9, Mgmt/Econ 160, Pankake
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Arts, Ideas, Perspectives
*CEW 0100 CREATIVITY: THE PERSON, THE PROCESS, THE PRODUCT. No

credit. $46.
Creativity is the thinking energy behind all levels of thought and work. In music,
science, art, mathematics, business, or invention, creativity is at the center of
thought. Super intelligence has often been considered the only talent in creative
thinking, but this exclusive point of view disregards varied levels of intelligence and
the importance of personal experience in creativity. There is an ever-increasing
interest by leaders in many fields about how to develop the creative process in
more concrete ways. In these sessions we will examine the thought process of
outstanding leaders in their fields (arts, sciences, invention, psychology) to
discover the way they have created their new and original products. We will also
develop in each member the techniques of improvement of not only more ideas but
better ideas through readings, lectures, slides, puzzles, tapes, and discussions.
(Limited to 40)
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 Th--6-8, Feb. 7-28

(4 meetings), NCCE Library, Nelson
No late fee through Jan. 31

(Robert Clark Nelson is associate professorofart at the College of St. Catherine)

CEW 0106 ARTS AND CULTURES OF MEXICO. No credit, $62.
The pre-Columbian art of America speaks to us of a colorful and chaotic past filled
with continual power struggles, amazing adaptations, a developing complexity of
belief systems-and a mesoamerican aesthetic that compares favorably for sheer
brilliance of expression with any in the world. Artists Pablo PicaSso and Louise
Nevelson have drawn inspiration from the plastic forms of pre-Columbian Mexico.
and much contemporary architecture reflects the influence of the ancient monu
ments. Mesoamerican art has become an integral part of our artistic heritage.
Through lectures, slides, 'and tape recordings, this survey course discusses how
the magnificent art and architecture, including painting and ceramics, of Mexico
and Guatemala are manifestations of mythologies and religious practices, and
monuments to expanding power. It also reveals intriguing pockets of culture that
developed unique art forms unlike any other, many of which have become
collectors' prizes today. Emphasis is placed on the exceptional contributions of the
complex and sophisticated Classic Maya culture spread across southern Mexico
and Central America and then mysteriously disappeared.
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 M-10 a.m.-12, Jan. 14·Feb. 18

(6 meetings), MacP, West
No late fee through Jan. 7

(Elizabeth H. West is a doctoral candidate in art history and anthropology at the
University)

CEW 0113 NEW WORLDS OF KNOWLEDGE. No credit, $66.
An introductory inquiry into relevant concerns, values, and challenges in the arts,
the sciences, and the social sciences. Feb. 7 (Evans): How Doing Women's
History Changes Our Perspective. Feb. 14 (Tapp): Human Rights: Ambiguous
Concept, Ambiguous Weapon. Feb. 21 (Nelson): The Role ofIntuition and Insight
in the Creative Process. Feb. 28 (Shapiro): Genetics and Human Disease. Mar. 7
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(Lukermann): Geography: Social Science or Humanities? Mar. 14 (Root): Plato
and Milton Friedman: Different Perspectives on the Good Ufe.
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 Th-10 a.m.-12, Feb. 7-Mar. 14

(6 meetings), MacP
No late fee through Jan. 31

(Sara Evans is an associate professor in the DepartmentofHistory. Robert Tapp is
a professor in Humanities and Fine Arts and the Religious Studies Program.
Robert Clark Nelson is associate professor of art at the College of St. Catherine.
Burton Shapiro is a professor in the Department of Oral Biology. Fred Lukermann
is professor and dean, College of Uberal Arts. Michael Root is an associate
professor in the Department of Philosophy)

IC 0113 MUSIC: HOW TO LISTEN TO IT. No credit, $52.
An introduction to basic musical elements and trends through listening to the music
of great composers, such as Bach, Mozart, and Stravinsky. Various musical
concepts, including notational symbols, structure, form, and style will be dis
cussed. The development of music from a simple to a complex art form will be
demonstrated by classroom performance and recordings.
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 M-7-9, Jan. 14-Feb. 25

(7 meetings),
NichH 111, Byrne
No late fee through Jan. 7

(Richard Byrne, associate professor in the General College, is the director of
music at the Cathedral of St. Paul)

CEW 0114 GOOD AND EVIL. No credit, $60.
Reflect upon those human motives and states of character, as well as
arrangements in the natural world, which call forth our highest praise and our most
vehement condemnation. Look at some particular problems for human self
understanding and for moral theory building: how do we come to terms with the
world that contains cruelty and kindness, arrogance and love, violation and
nurturance? We will also think about the relationship between extreme moral
judgments and our "milder" moral vocabulary: how do we understand morality,
given that morality includes this range of judgments?
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 Th-10 a.m.-12, Jan. 24-Feb. 28

(6 meetings), MacP, Shea
No late fee through Jan. 17

(Peter Shea is a community faculty member at Metro State University)

CEW 0116 IMAGES OF VIKING WOMEN IN ART, LITERATURE, AND HISTORY. No
credit, $52.

Examine what is known about Viking women from many different sources. Visual
sources include representations of women in art and archeological information
about dress, hair, and jewelry styles. Consider literary representations of women in
the mythological Eddas and in the later Icelandic sagas. Accounts about northern
women and society by early European historians will serve as a prelude to the
study of Viking society, and runestones and writings by missionaries and travelers

IC means Informal CourseS
CEW means Continuing Education for Women
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in Scandinavia will be primary sources on the Viking period itself.
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 F-9:30 a.m.-11:3O, Jan. 18-Feb. 22

(6 meetings), MacP, Hatch
No late fee through Jan. 11

(Nancy Hatch is a doctoral candidate in the Center for Ancient Studies)

CEW0117 EGYPT: A 1000-MILE JOURNEY UP THE NILE. No credit, $16.
A lecture and slide show based upon the history of Egypt seen through its unique
art. The first hour is a presentation on the history of the Egyptian world and its
religion, culture, and government. The lecture includes the writings, gods, tombs,
and temples of this oldest of all continuing civilizations. The second hour is devoted
to a 12-projector slide show using three screens, music, narration, and sound
effects. The show begins with the first pharoah, Narmer, and concludes with the
last pharoahs of the Roman period.
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 Th-1 :30-3:30, Mar. 7

(1 meeting),
SI. Paul College Club, Great Hall,
990 Summit Ave, Nelson
No late fee through Feb. 28

(Robert Clark Nelson is associate professor ofart at the College of St. Catherine)

IC 0183 ANTIQUES: PRINCIPLES OF COLLECTING. No credit. Tentatively sched
uled for 1985-86.

Careers, Interests, Personal Growth
*CEW 0205 PARENTHOOD OPTIONS: A CONTEMPORARY CHOICE. No credit, $48

per person; $68 per couple (includes box lunch).
To have-<lr not to have-children is the subject of this workshop. Women and
men, singles or couples, interested in the issues concerning the childbearing
decision will have an opportunity to explore relevant research findings and to share
feelings. Dr. Thoen will report on her childfree lifestyles research, demonstrate a
scale developed for measuring commitment to remaining childfree, and critically
review selected literature on the topic. Discussion subjects include children's
impact on husband/wife relationships, life cycle implications, and the decision
making process. Film; lecture, and small-group discussion will aid in exploring
issues. Class also suitable for professionals who counsel family planning. (Limited
to 40)
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 Sa-:-9' a.m.-4, Feb. 9

(1 meeting), NCCE 140, Thoen
No late fee through Feb. 1

(Gail Ann Thoen is an assistant professor ofpsychology and family studies at the
University of Minnesota, and a marriage and family therapist in private practice)

*CEW 0206 PSYCHOLOGY OF RELATIONSHIPS. No credit, $44 (includes box
lunch).

For many of us, romantic relationships are the mainspring of our emotional lives.
When these relationships are unsatisfying, other areas of our lives may become
affected. This seminar examines what draws us into relationships, why they tum
out as they do, and what we can do to improve them. The ideas of psychologists on
relationships will be presented, plus some reflections on the similarities and 41
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differences between men and women, how men and women see their roles,
sexuality, and partners. (Limited to 25)
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 S&-9 a.m.-3, Jan. 12

(1 meeting), NCCE 140, Dorset
No late fee through Jan. 4

(Barbara Dorset is a licensed consulting psychologist in private practice and an
adjunct assistant professor in the Department of Psychology)

*CEW 0208 CAREER DILEMMAS OF WOMEN. No credit, $20.
Why does one choose a particular career? What influences that decision? This
workshop is designed to help women examine the social and personal demands
and life expectations that influence their career choices. Includes values clarifica
tion, exploration of real interests, and how to ask for and expand your support base.
Lecture and small-group exercises. (Limited to 35)
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 S&-9 a.m.-12, Jan. 19

(1 meeting),
NCCE 140, Emerson
No late fee through Jan. 11

(Nadine Emerson, licensed psychologist, is a counselor at Muscala, Emerson and
Associates)

*CEW 0221 INVESTING FOR TAX ADVANTAGES. No credit, $18 one session per
person; $33 per couple. $36 two sessions per person; $66 per couple.

Learn how to use tax-advantaged investments to reduce your taxes and shelter
your income. The first session covers basic tax-exempt and tax-deferred income
sources including IRAs, tax-free money market funds, municipal bonds, exempt
stock dividends, annuities, and company savings plans. Session two will cover how
the most common tax-sheltered investments, such as real estate, oil, and gas,
work with emphasis on evaluating the programs. Individuals may attend one or
both sessions depending on their interest in and knowledge of the two areas of tax
shellers. (Limited to 40)
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 S&-9 a.m.-12, Mar. 9, 16

(2 meetings),
NCCE 140, Whittlinger
No late fee through Mar. 1

(Erica Whittlinger is a corporate financial consultant, has a private financial
consulting practice, and teaches in the graduate program in management at the
College of St. Thomas)

*CEW 0223 VOLUNTEER SKILLS: WHERE DO THEY FIT? No credit, $20.
Could you be selling yourself short as a job seeker? This course helps participants
examine past and current volunteer and community work experiences, and identify
marketable skills. Students also will/earn how to promote these skills effectively in
resumes and during job interviews. (Limited to 30)
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 S&-9 a.m.-12, Feb. 16

(1 meeting),
NCCE 140, Emerson
No late fee through Feb. 8

(Nadine Emerson, licensed psychologist, is a counselor at Muscala, Emerson and
Associates)
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CEW 0227 FILING YOUR OWN TAX FORMS. No credit, $35.
Come to a nuts and bolts, hands-on workshop designed to teach you how to fiJI out
those federal and state tax forms. We'll talk about what law changes might affect
you as well as take you through the process of data gathering right down to the
number of copies you make before mailing. The tax forms covered are all those that
an average individual would need as well as a question-and-answer period for
more exotic problems.
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 5a--10 a.m.-12, Jan. 26-Feb. 2

(2 meetings),
NCCE 140, Johnson
No late fee through Jan. 18

(Judith M. Johnson, C.P.A., J.D., is an instructor in the accounting department,
School of Management, and an attorney in private tax practice)

*IC 0416 EFFECTIVE TIME MANAGEMENT. No credit, $45.
There is an old saying, "If you want something done, ask a bUsy person to do it."
That busiest person is an efficient manager of time. Learn the time management
"tricks" that work for busy people. Discover new freedom through management of
your total personal-work time. (Limited to 30)
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 M-6:30-8:30, Jan. 14-Feb. 5 (4 meetings),

FordH 115, Kroll
No late fee through Jan. 7

(Patrick Kroll is an assistant professor in the Science, Business, and Mathematics
division of the General College)

*IC 0427 CREATING AN EFFECTIVE SLIDE SHOW. No credit, $51.
Tired of having people fall asleep when you show your vacation or business slides?
Learn how to produce an exciting slide. presentation on a topic of your choice.
Course is designed for amateur photographers, as well as for business and
professional people who have to make presentations. Topics include presentation
formats, storyboarding and scripting, budgeting, location photography, presenta
tion graphics, narration and sound track production. Students must proVide their
own 35mm camera and portable cassette recorder. (Limited to 20.)
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 W-7-9, Jan. 16-Feb. 20 (6 meetings),

CentLib 4, StP Campus, Breneman
No late fee through Jan. 9

(Don Breneman, Associate Professor in the College of Agriculture at the Univer
sity, and Extension Community Specialist,- is a veteran photographer)

IC 0442 PUBLICITY FOR COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS. No credit, $43.
Your organization has planned a special event and you are in charge of publicity.
What do you do? Learn the dynamics of workinQ with the medi~what publicity
can and cannot do. Especially for community organizations and nonprofit groups
who have little budget for pUblicity. Learn how to develop a publicity plan; clarify
your message; work with radio and television; write public service spots; write
effective press releases and lead paragraphs, and build working relationships with
newspapers; use pUblicity photos, press conferences, on-site coverage. The dos
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and don'ts of pUblicity.
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 Th-7-9, Jan. 17-Feb. 14

(5 meetings), lindH 203, Clapp
No late fee through Jan. 10

(Betty Clapp is an instructor in Journalism and Mass Communication at the
University)

*'C 0450 CAREER DECISIONS: STRATEGIES FOR CHANGE. No credit, $54.
Take the first step toward assessing your career, your goals, and yourself in
relation to your career. This course focuses on values, job satisfaction, job stress,
skills analysis, and person-environment fit as key elements of the decision to stay
where you are or make a change. Explores educational and training opportunities
that are available. Interest testing included. Attention directed to leaming ways to
explore career alternatives and to "creative job-search" techniques. (Limited to 25)
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 W-6:30-8:30, Jan. 16-Feb. 20 (6 meetings),

FordH 40, Peterson
No late fee through Jan. 9

(Susanne Peterson is a licensed psychologist on the staff of Extension Counsel-mw .
IC 0539 EFFECTIVE LOBBYING. No credit, $44.

Provides practical hints on how to be influential in shaping public policy with
specific reference to Minnesota. Sessions focus on four main areas: legislative
decision making, lobbying techniques, regUlation of lobbying, and shaping public
opinion. Topics include legislative personnel and procedure, lobbying tactics,
testifying at hearings, lobbyist reporting requirements, helping choose candidates,
campaign assistance, limitations on political contributions, researching public
opinion, and becoming an opinion leader.
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 T-7-9, Feb. 5-26 (4 meetings),

SocSci 1383, Backstrom
No late fee through Jan. 29

(Charles Backstrom is a professor in Political Science at the University)

IC 0584 ITALIAN FOR TRAVELERS. No credit, $49.
A survival course for those with no previous knowledge of Italian. Will provide you
with the basic Italian vocabulary.necessary for coping with everyday travel
situations: changing money, obtaining train tickets anQ information, renting hotel
rooms, shopping, ordering meals, asking directions, understanding telephones,
post offices, and public transportation systems. Increased knowledge of Italian will
help you to travel more adventurously and more economically.
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 W-7-9, Jan. 16-Feb. 20

(6 meetings), FolH 303, Gulino
No late fee through Jan. 9

(Rosanne Gulino, an advanced graduate student in the Department of Classics,
has lived in Italy and is fluent in the language)

44 IC means Informal Courses
CEW means ContinUing Education for Women
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*IC 0590 RAPID READING AND COMPREHENSION. No credit, $54 plus $5 course
fee. Total $59.

For people with average to good comprehension who want to improve their reading
rate (generally, the minimal gain is a doubling of their original reading speed)
without loss of comprehension. The course emphasizes long-term gains and is
therefore both academically oriented with lectures that provide insight into the
underlying mechanism at work in rapid reading, and practically oriented with
readings, drills, and exercises that enable participants to continue the development
of their reading skills on their own after the course is finished. (Limited to 20)
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 W-6-9, Jan 16-Feb. 6 (4 meetings),

NichH 201, Rosenberg
flo late fee through Jan. 9

(Elisabeth Rosenberg has an M.A. degree in History and English. She has taught
reading in the General College and is at present doing doctoral work in education
with reading as her specialt()

The Natural World
IC 0219 ANIMAL ECOLOGY AND BEHAVIOR: A LECTURE SERIES. No credit, (1.6

CEUs available), $44. $4(' for Bell Museum members (indicate membership
number on registration fo·m).

Wolves, eagles, lions, moose, seals, ravens, tigers, deer, and more. Such diverse
animals span the globe, from the Arctic to Africa to Antarctica. Learn about the
biology of these animals from experts who have spent years studying them in the
wild. A series of guest lectures by University faculty, graduate students, and others
explores the ecology and behavior of a number of animal species, both familiar and
exotic, and provides students aunique opportunity to meet with the authorities on
them. An optional weekend field trip to the Environmental Learning Center,
Isabella, in northeastern Minnl~sota (Feb. 1-3, [cost extra)) will give participants a
first-hand look at ongoing research on some animals of Minnesota's north woods.
(Limited to 50)
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 TIl-7-9, Jan. 10-Feb. 28

(8 meetings plus optional field trip),
B,~IIMus 175 (use SW entrance), Nordquist
M' late fee through January 3.

(Gerda Nordqusit, course co~rdinator, is a graduate student in Ecology and
Behavioral Biology)

*IC 0224 WINTER ECOLOGY IN MINNESOTA. No credit, (3.0 CEUs available), $81.
$73 for Bell Museum members (indicate membership number on registration
form).

Combines lectures and field trips to examine the kinds of problems a Minnesota
winter creates for living organisms and some of the ways in which these problems
are overcome. Two Saturday half-day local field trips and orie weekend field trip
(Feb. 16, 17) to Itasca State Pa'k (cost extra) will give the student an opportunity to
observe characteristics of sno\'\' and ice; to identify winter birds, plants, and animal
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tracks; and to examine mid-winter activities of plants and animals. (limited to 25)
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 W-7-9, Jan. 9-Feb. 13 (6 meetings plus

3 field trips), Bel/Mus 311 (use SWentrance), Miller
(Jake Miller is a graduate student in the Department of Ecology and Behavioral
Biology)

*IC 0226 ECOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT OF MINNESOTA FISH. No credit, (1.7
CEUs available), $53. $48 for Bell Museum members (indicate membership
number on registration form).

Minnesota, with its thousands of lakes and rivers, supports many different fishes
and prOVides a diversity of fishing experiences. This course examines the biology
and ecology of Minnesota sport fishes such as walleye, northern pike, and brook
trout, and relates fish natural history to management practice. Learn how general
ecological and limnological principles also guide management philosophy. Addi
tionaltopics include food preferences, population dynamics, habitat preferences,
competition between species, and the control of fish enemies. Lectures will be
supplemented with slides and films. One Saturday morning field trip (Feb. 9) to the
SI. Paul Fish Hatchery. (limited to 25)
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 T-7-9, Jan. 8-Feb. 19

(7 meetings plus field trip)
HodsonH 490, StP Campus, Busacker

(Greg Busacker is a research associate in the Department of Fisheries and
Wildlife and teaches fisheries management)

----- ---=============---
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*IC 0240 HOW BIRDS WORK: AN INTRODUCTION TO BIRD BIOLOGY. No credit,
(1.4 CEUs available), $46. $41 for Bell Museum members (indicate member
ship number on registration form).

In addition to being lovely to watch, birds are fascinating animals with many
interesting and sometimes unique biological adaptations for surviving and thriving
in the world around them. Designed for students with a basic knowledge of birds (IC
0222 or equivalent), this course will explore a number of these adaptations,
including the physiological basis for many common behaviors of birds. Topics
include basic anatomy, flight and diving, reproduction, daily and annual rhythms,
migration and navigation, and survival in a variety of climates. There will be one
Saturday morning field trip to the University Raptor Center, St. Paul campus (date
to be arranged). (Limited to 25)
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 M-7-9, Jan. 21-Feb. 18

(5 meetings plus field trip),
BeliMus 311 (use SW entrance), Lawler
No late fee through Jan. 14

(Ellen Lawler is a research associate in the DepartmentofVeterinary Biology, and
has conducted research in poultry and raptors)

IC 0265 INTRODUCTION TO CORAL REEFS. $55.
Discussion of coral reefs, understanding their structure, function, and manage
ment. Geological and biological definitions of reefs, classifications, and differ
ences. Coral reef ecosystem, and community of sponges, corals, mollusks, and
fishes. Human impact on coral reefs. Extensive use of color slides brings to life
these spectacular tropical marine ecosystems. Offers good background informa
tion for individuals interested in snorkeling or scuba diving.
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 M-7-9:30, Jan. 14-Feb. 11 (5 meetings),

Zoology 102, Barnwell
No late fee through Jan. 7

(Frank Barnwell is an associate professor in the Department of Ecology and
Behavioral Biology)

I
I. *IC 02n NATURAL HISTORY DRAWING. No credit, (2.2 CEUs available), $72. $65

for Bell Museum members (indicate membership numberon registration form).
Designed to increase the student's understanding and appreciation of nature and
art through the drawing of natural objects. Each session begins with a brief
introductory lecture followed by a drawing session with informal discussion and
critique. Natural history specimens will be the subjects of a series of classically
oriented drawing exercises. The museum's exhibits and collections will serve as a

I rich source of SUbject material.. At every opportunity, the natural history of the

f

specimen at hand will be discussed. Drawings will be presented as a means of both
exploring and describing nature. Students will need to purchase some simple and
relatively inexpensive drawing materials. Two Saturday morning field trips to the
Como Park conservatory and the Minnesota Zoo. (Limited to 25)

t Winter Spec Term Sec 1 T-7·9, Jan. 22-Mar. 12
(8 meetings plus field trips),

[ BellMus 311 (use SW entrance), Luce
No late fee through Jan. 15

(Don Luce is a scientific illustrator and exhibit designer at the Bell Museum of
Natural History)
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IC 0290 HORSES. No credit, $46 each section.
Lectures and demonstrations by faculty members of the College of Veterinary
Medicine and qualified, well-known authorities on horses and horsemanship from
the metropolitan area. Lectures in Sec. 1 cover health, care, and diseases of
horses. Sec. 2 lectures cover management, training, and showing of horses.
Choose one, or take the two as a package. (Meets concurrently with CVM 1100)
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 Th-7:30-9:30, Jan. 10-Feb. 28

(8 meetings), AnScVM 135, StP Campus
Winter Spec Term Sec 2 Th-7:30-9:30, Mar. 7-May 2

(8 meetings-no meeting Mar. 28),
AnScVM 135, StP Campus
No late fee through Feb. 28

IC 0295 SAILING: THE ART AND PRACTICE OF SAILBOAT CRUISING. No credit,
$66. .

Designed to acquaint the small boat sailor with the special challenges and
opportunities of chartering or owning a cruising sailboat. Will emphasize the "how
to" aspects of boat handling and safety, charts and piloting, weather and storms,
gear and provisioning, and the differences between small boats and those suitable
for cruising on the Great Lakes or coastal waters.
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 Th-7-9, Jan. 17-Mar 7 (8 meetings),

ClaOff B36, StP Campus, Bodley
No late fee through Jan. 10

(James W. Bodley, Professor of Biochemistry, is a Coast Guard-licensed captain
with more than 20 years of sailing experience)

Writing and Literature
*CEW 0302 WORDS: MAKING THEM WORK FOR YOU-PART I. No credit, $33.

Designed for all people who want to increase their vocabulary and who enjoy
working and playing with words. The class includes Greek and Latin roots, words
derived from these roots, and other useful word games. Appropriate for people who
want to expand their vocabulary beyond professional jargon, and also for those
planning to take undergraduate or graduate admissions exams or other tests
requiring vocabulary skills. (Limited to 25)
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 W-12-1, Jan. 16-Mar. 6

(8 meetings), MacP, DeNoble
No late fee through Jan. 9

(Jan DeNoble is a teaching specialist in the Reading and Writing Skills Center)

CEW 0303 CONTEMPORARY FICTION BY WOMEN. No credit, $48.
Not certain what good books to add to your reading list? Study with us what will be a
sampling of some of the best contemporary fiction by women writers. The worKs we
focus on will depend partly on the interests and previous reading background of
class members, but will Include some of the following: Anne Tyler's Searching for
Caleb, Alice Walker's The Color Purple, Barbara Pym's Excellent Women (or
perhaps Jane and Prudence), Rebecca Hill's Blue Rise, or Mary Gordon's The
Company of Women. Class discussion centers around such questions as what
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sorts of personal relationships does each writer explore, and what possibilities and
limitations does she see in them? How well does each work fit into traditional
notions of what women can and should write about? How "political" is each writer?
What are the central problems facing female protagonists, and what solutions, if
any, are offered?
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 M--9 a.m.-11, Feb. 11-Mar. 18

(6 Meetings), MacP, Miller
No late fee through Feb. 4

(Carol Miller is an assistantprofessor teaching writing and literature in the General
Col/ege)

*CEW 0304 WINNING PROPOSALS: HOW TO WRITE THEM. No credit, $45 plus $3
course fee. Total $48.

Aone-day seminar on writing successful proposals. Provides a basic how-to-do-it
approach applicable to the first-time grant writer or the seasoned proposal-writing
professional interested in some fresh approaches. The course covers capture
strategies, innovative vs. conservative writing methods, and the politics of winning
contracts. A booklet on proposal creation and persuasive writing is provided as a
part of the course. (Limited to 30)
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 8&-9 a.m.-4, Mar. 23

(1 meeting),
NCCE 140, Stevens
No late fee through Mar. 15

(Susan Stevens is a management consultant for small businesses and nonprofit
agencies with Stevens and Associates)

CEW 0306 FROM FAUST TO STEPPENWOLF: NOVELS AND PLAYS TRANSLATED
FROM THE GERMAN LANGUAGE. No credit, $80.

From Goethe through Nietzsche and Schnitzler to Thomas Mann, Kaffka. Hesse
and others, the class studies and discusses the different literary styles and forms
through the 19th century into the 20th century. Beginning with Goethe's classical
view of man in Faust, the class traces each author's views of man's role in relation
to universal moral values and to the changing society of their fellow man. Fall:
Goethe's Faust and Fontana's Effie Briest are analyzed. Students read Nie
tzsche's Thus Spoke Zarathustra and excerpts from Beyond Good and Evil in
order to understand better the moral and philosophical thoughts underlying the
mood of the novels and plays that will follow in the winter and spring terms.
Winter Spec Term Sec 3 W-l0 a.m.-12, Jan. 9-Mar. 13

(10 meetings), MacP, Kheim ,
Sec 4 Th--7-9, Jan. 10-Mar. 14

(10 meetings), FolH 207, Kheim

(Johanna Kheim has taught French andhumanities at the University ofMinnesota)

*CEW 0312 INTRODUCTION TOCOPy·EDITING. No credit, $75.
A practical, intensive introduction to basic editorial skills. Extensive weekly
homework assignments are designed to help class members master editing
marks, word usage, consistency, fine points of grammar, and other copy-editing
problems. Recommended for writers and for people whose jobs require editing
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skills, and for others who enjoy language and words. Text: The Chicago Manual 0;
Style. (Limited to 25)
WInter Spec Term Sec 1 W-7-9, Jan. g-Feb. 27

(a meetings), VinH 213, Perry
(Susan Perry is a former writer/editor for Time-Life Books who now works full-time
as a free-lance writer and editor)

*CEW 0313 NONFICTION WRITING FOR PUBLICATION. No credit, $60.
Students work on developing their writing skills and learn procedures necessary for
selling their work in the magazine, newspaper, book, and corporate markets.
Designed to meet specific needs of individual writers. Editors and professional
writers from a variety of publications talk with stUdents at several sessions.
Participants receive critiques of their writing in a supportive and encouraging
atmosphere. (Offered in cooperation with Southdale Library. Limited to 16)
WInter Spec Term Sec 1 T-1 :30-3:30, Feb. 5-Mar. 12

(6 meetings), Southdale Library,
7001 York Ave S, Edina, Vick
No late fee through Jan. 29

(Judith Vick, M.A., journalism and mass communication, University of Minnesota,
is a published writer and marketing consultant)

*CEW 0314 WRITING A BOOK PROPOSAL. No credit, $50.
An intense course designed to help writers put together a finished book proposal to
send to an agent or publisher. Emphasis is on nonfiction. Students learn how to
research, write, and market a proposal. Students should come to the first class with
an idea for a book. (Limited to 20)
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 Th-1-3, Mar. 28-Apr. 25

(5 meetings), MacP, Perry
No late fee through Mar. 21

(Susan Perry is a former writer/editor for Time-Life Books and currently works full
time as a free-lance writer and editor. She is the author of 11 nonfiction children's
books and has ghosted or contributed to a variety of other books)

CEW 0315 PERCEIVING WOMEN: THE FUNCTION OF LANGUAGE IN
DETERMINING OUR IDENTITY. No credit, $4a.

Students read Norman Mailer's An American Dream-a male fantasy of sexual
and social violence-and then, in contrast, Lynn Andrews's feminist's fantasy of
spiritual power, Medicine Woman. This leads into a discussion of how our
perceptions of women in literature are determined by the use of language. Finally,
students focus on what Adrienne Rich defines as "what we are-even when all the
texts describe it differen.tly" (The Dream of a Common Language). And we will
examine what Susan Griffin calls our "hungering for an image of one's life that
corresponds to what one feels" (Every Woman Who Writes Is a Survivor).
WInter Spec Term Sec 1 f-1-3, Feb. a-Mar. 15

(6 meetings), MacP, Watkin~

No late fee through Feb. 1
(Helen Watkins is an adjunct faculty member of the Women's Studies Program)
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*CEW 0316 FICTION WRITING. No credit, $70.

A class for beginning or experienced writers to explore some techniques for
tapping the creative source in all of us, as well as to discuss the key elements in the
writing and telling of stories. A workshop format provides stimulation: motivation,
and inspiration. Completed works and works-in-progress are read and commented
on in the workshop. (Limited to 15)

Winter Spec Term Sec 1 T-1-3, Jan. 22-Mar. 12,
(8 meetings), MacP, King
No late fee through Jan. 15

(Shannon King has taught fiction writing at the Loft as well as at Central and
Northern Michigan University. She is currently a fulHime free-lance writer andhas
published fiction and poetry in small press magazines and the Minnesota
Monthly)

IC 0435 POETRY WRITING. No credit, $54.

The two primary goals of this course are to gain skills in self-expression and to
foster an ongoing love affair with language. In a workshop format, students will
discuss student writing and examples from small press publications. Forms of
writing we pursue depend in part on student interest; but poetry, prose-poetry, and
short poetic prose are stressed.

Winter Spec Term Sec 1 W-7-9, Jan. 16-Feb. 20 (6 meetings),
JonesH 1, Clayton
No late fee through Jan. 9
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Back-to-School Workshops
August 23 or March 9

If you have been thinking about going back to school and don't know where to begin,
plan to attend one of these informal workshops. Whether you have had some .oJ
college or none at all or if you are thinking about exploring a career change, you will jl
find answers to questions about courses, degrees, certificates, financial aids, and l

other student services. Find out how vocational testing can help you get started. A
tour of campus and Wilson Library will help acquaint you with the University.

If you are not confident about how to study, find out what kind of help you need. You'll ~

learn about free tutoring in note taking, outlining, theme writing, reading, grammar, I
or whatever help you need to complete a course.

The workshop is informal with plenty of time for questions and answers. Parking at
indoor rates is usually available in the underground garage of the same building
where the workshop meets (Nolte Center). Or park outside about a block and a half
away in the pay lot on 4th Street at 17th Avenue S.E. If you are not familiar with
campus, call for directions and a map: 376-7500.

The August workshop will be held Thursday, August 23,6-9:30 p.m., in room 140 of
the Nolte Center, on the corner of Pillsbury Drive and Church Street (17th Avenue
S.E.). The March workshop is scheduled on the St. Paul campus, room 155 of the
Earle Brown Continuing Education Center, from 8:30 a.m. to 1p.m., Saturday March
9.

A Continuing Education and Extension counselor will be there to tell you about
opportunities in Extension Classes, Independent Study correspondence and media
courses, Continuing Education for Women programs, and a host ofother Continuing
Education opportunities at the University.

The director of the ReadinglWriting Skills Center will answer questions about study
skills help and demonstrate in small groups the tutoring program available.

To add your name to the registration list for this free workshop, lust give us a
call at:

376-7500
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Computers and Mathematics
*CEW 0400 ARITHMETIC AND ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA. No credit, $100 for sec 1,

3,4. $120 for sec 2.
Arithmetic Part of the Course: Individualized instruction and group lecture in basic
mathematics including fractions, decimals, ratio and proportion, percentages, the
Metric System, and word problems from these areas. Students proceed at their
own rate. Students may listen to lectures or work on an independent basis with the
supervision of one of two instructors.No math background necessary. Elementary
Algebra Part of the Course: Individualized instruction and group lecture in
elementary algebra including signed numbers, solving equations, graphing,
factoring, rational expressions, and roots and radicals. Students proceed at their
own rate. Students listen to lectures or work on an independent basis with the
supervision of one of two instructors. Students must have a strong background in
arithmetic to do this part of the course. Elementary algebra students who want to
review specific topics in arithmetic may sit in on the arithmetic lectures. (Limited to
SO)
Winter Spec Term Sec 3 W-5:30-S, Jan. 9-Mar. 20

(11 meetings), JonesH 2, Robertson

(Douglas Robertson is an assistantprofessor in the Division of Science, Business,
and Mathematics of the General College. Vivian McMorrow has been an
instructor in the CEW Math Anxiety program since 1975. Carol Beste has been
with the CEW Math Anxiety Program since 1982 and has previously taught for the
Weekend College at Sf. Catherine's)

CEW 0402 MATH ANXIETY DIAGNOSTIC CLINIC. No credit, $25.
The Diagnostic Clinic is the introductory step in the Math Anxiety Program. The
clinic explores mathematics as a problem-solving tool and the nature of math
anxiety-how it develops and how it affects math performance. Tests and
Questionnaires are used to help participants identify math skills and level of math
anxiety. An overview of the math program and supportive services is given.

Winter Spec Term Sec 3 W-5:30-S:30, Dec. 19
(1 meeting), NCCE 140,
Robertson, Claesgens
No late fee through Dec. 12

Sec 4 Th-5:30-S:30, Mar. 21
(1 meeting), NCCE 140,
Robertson, Claesgens
No late fee through Mar. 14

(Douglas Robertson is an assistant professor in the Division of Science, Business,
and Mathematics ofthe General College. Joan Claesgens is program coordinator
of the Math Anxiety Program in CEW)

CEW 0403 IS THERE A COMPUTER IN YOUR FUTURE? No credit, $21.
Computers have entered the home, the workplace, the schools-yes, even the
humanities. Is there a computer in your environment (or about to be)? How will you
interface with it? This workshop introduces you to the computer and gives you
basic information to help you understand what it is, how it works, and the future of
computers in our society in a supportive setting. Topics include a definition of data
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processing, brief history of computers, characteristics and types of computers,
components of a computer system, personnel, procedures, and documentation.
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 Th-9 a.m.-12:30. Feb. 7

(1 meeting), St. Paul College Club,
990 Summit Ave, Marker
No late fee through Jan. 31

(Carolyn Marker is the data systems head of the Audio Visual Ubrary Service,
Continuing Education and Extension)

IC 0594 COMPUTING: WHAT IS IT? No credit, $45 pius $5 course fee. Total $50.
Using plain English, the basic concepts of computing are explored. Introduces
computing terminology; shows you what computers look like; explains how and
why they work; tells what computers are and are not capable of doing; describes
what you must know to use a computer. Provides a first opportunity to use a
computer; discusses the impact and ethics of computing; encourages you to think
of ways you could use computers more. Designed for anyone who knows little or
nothing about computers.

Winter Spec Term Sec 2 S8-9:30 a.m.-11 :45, Jan. 12-Feb. 2
(4 meetings), ApH 150, Giese
No late fee through Jan. 4

(David Giese is a professor in the General College and division head in the
Department of Science. Business, and Mathematics)

*IC 0596 INTRODUCTION TO WORD PROCESSING. No credit, $43 tUition plus $11
special fee. Total $54.

A word processor is like an electronic typewriter with a screen. It enables you to
enter letters, memos, papers, and reports, make corrections on them, and print
them on paper. The information you type on a word processor is stored on a
magnetic disk instead of on paper. This system gives you flexibility in making
changes without having to retype entire pages. Word processors are used by
secretaries, writers, educators, or anyone who has to prepare written documents.
This course provides 10 hours of hands-on experience with word processing and
teaching you the basics of operating and using the system. All students must attend
the first class session (Mon., Sept. 24 in the fall or Mon., Jan. 14in the Winter, HckrH
329, StP Campus, 6-8). Thereafter, register for one lab section. (Each. section
limited to 7)
Winter Spec Term Sec 4 T-6-8, Jan. 15-Feb. 12

(5 lab sessions),
HckrH 329, StP Campus, Winkler
No late fee through Jan. 7

Sec 5 W-6-8, Jan. Hi-Feb. 13
(5 lab sessions),
HckrH 329, StP Campus, Winkler
No late fee through Jan. 7

Sec 6 Th-6-8, Jan. 17-Feb.14
(5 lab sessions),
HckrH 329, StP Campus, Winkler
No late fee through Jan. 7

(Victoria Winkler is an associate professor in Rhetoric at the University)
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Social and Historical Insights
CEW 0503 PHILOSOPHY, SCIENCE, AND RELIGION: CONFLICT AND RECONCILI-

ATION. No credit, $52.
Explores the conflict between modern science and religion through practical,
philosophical inquiry. Trace the historical and philosophic development of this
conflict, the current status of conflict, and the tension between scientific and
religious attitudes and emotions. Through analysis of logical and psychological
consequences of religious and scientific world views, and discussion of possible
reconciliation, students develop an objective understanding of various dimensions
of the conflict. (No previous knowledge of the sciences is necessary)
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 T-9 a.m.-11, Jan. 15-Feb. 19\

(6 meetings), MacP, Zanoni
No late fee through Jan. 8

(Candido Zanoni is a professor in philosophy and head of the Division of Arts,
Communication, and Philosophy of the General College)

CEW 0505 MINNESOTA'S RURAL LANDSCAPE. No credit, $52.
Why do rural roads run in straight lines one mile apart? How many acres of land
does the Federal Government own? When did rural communities obtain electricity
and telephone services? What is a soil and water conservation district? Come and
discover the answers to these and other questions. Come and learn about
Minnesota's landscape.
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 T-10 a.m.-12, Jan. 22-Feb. 26

(6 meetings), MacP, Squires
No late fee through Jan. 15

(Rod Squires is an associate professor in the Department of Geography)

IC 0602 THE ANCIENT AND MODERN MAYA: AN ORIENTATION TO MEXICO'S
YUCATAN PENINSULA. No credit, $47.

An introduction to the rich cultural heritage of the southeastern area of Mexico from
1000 B.C. to the present. Explore both well-known and Virtually. unexplored
archaeological sites through extensive slide lectures. The course presents current
theories of the collapse of a civilization that once populated the forests more
densely than the current population density of the Twin Cities area. This course
should help any traveler-whether armchair or intrepid explorer-feel more at
home in the archaeological zones, thatch-roofed villages, markets, museums, and
colonial churches of Yucatan., .
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 W-7-9, Jan. 16-Feb. 20 (6 meetings), FordH 50,

Messenger
No late fee through Jan. 9

(Skip Messenger is a graduate student in Anthropology. He has extensive travel
experience in Mexico and Central America and has worked on archaeological
projects in Mexico, Honduras, and Belize)
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Arts, Ideas, Perspectives
CEW 0104 WOMEN IN THREE ARTS. No credit, $62.

The artistic expression of women painters, composers, and writers from the
Renaissance to the 20th century will be presented through slides, recordings, and
poems. Explore the way women artists fit into their cu'tur~who supported their
work, how they became educated, how they created self-images and brought
women's lives into art, how they combated discrimination, and the effect of modern
feminism on the definition of art and female imagery. Students will have the option
of writing their own creative responses to women's work.
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 W-1-3, Apr. 3-May 15

(7 meetings), MacP, Kriel
(Margot Fortunato Kriel is an adjunct faculty member of the Women's Studies
Program and a published poet, playwright, and free-lance writer)

*IC 0106 PHOTO WORKSHOP I. No credit, $52.
An exploration of the camera, optics, film, and related photographic processes..
Requires little or no experience in photography. Includes an introduction to
darkroom developing and printing. Photographic paper and film are furnished.
Bring camera to first class period. Consultation about camera selection will be
available. (limited to 25)
Spring Spec Term Sec 2 Sa-1-3:30, Apr. a-May 4

(5 meetings),
MacP 5, Millikan
No late fee through Mar. 29

(Jeff Millikan is a lecturer in the General College)
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CEW 0108 GREAT CITIES: CUZCO, DELHI, JERUSALEM, DAKAR. No credit, $46;
$16 for single session.

Explore the history, art, architecture, and ambiance of four great cities-Cuzco,
Peru, April 9; Delhl,lndla, April 16; Jerusalem,lsrael, April 23; Dakar, West
Africa, April 30. Find out where to stay, what to buy, where to eat, and what to see.
Whether you are an armchair traveler or one bound for points abroad, experience
the rich past and colorful present of these great cities through the lectures and slide
presentations of experienced travelers.
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 T-9:30 a.m.-11 :30, Apr. 9-30

(4 meetings), MacP, West, Asher,
Nelson, Kaba
No late fee through Apr. 2

(Elizabeth West (Cuzco) is a doctoral candidate in art history and anthropology.
Catherine Asher (Delhi) is an adjunctprofessorofartatHamline University. Robert
Clark Nelson (Jerusalem) is associate professor of art at the College of St.
Catherine. Lansine Kaba (Dakar) is professorand chair in the Department ofAfro
American and African Studies)

IC 0108 INTRODUCTION TO COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY. No credit, $92.
A foundation course in the growing field of color photography, designed to provide
the student with practical knowledge and experience in basic color work. Course
includes (a) lecture-demonstrations of equipment, color processes, and tech·
niques; and (b) supervised camera assignments in the studio and on outdoor field
Jrips. Student must have camera.

Spring Spec Term Sec 2 T-6:30-9, Apr. 9-May 28
(8 meetings), AgEng 102, StP
Campus, Webb
No late fee through Apr. 2

(Harry Webb is the director of the Audio Visual Center at the College of St.
Thomas)

CEW 0110 GODS AND GIANTS OF ANCIENT SCANDINAVIA. No credit, $60.
When the ancestors of modem Scandinavians, Germans, Englishmen, and other
Germanic nations became Christians, they lost their ancient religion, but it lingered
for centuries as popular folklore. A few remnants of old myths were preserved in
written form in England and Germany, but only Scandinavian myths were saved on
a large scale in Icelandic sagas, the poetic Edda, and in a number of other
monuments (skaldic poetry, Snorre's Edda). This course addresses itself to the
rich tradition of the scandinavian Middle Ages and to modem Scandinavian
folklore. A series of six lectures recreate the unique world of the ancient
scandinavian gods, their dramatic fight with giants, and the whole atmosphere of
the pre-Christian civilization that made this pantheon possible.
SprIng Spec Term Sec 1 Th-10 a.m.-12, Apr. 11-May 16

(6 sessions), MacP, Liberman
No late fee through Apr. 4

(Anatoly Uberman is a professor in the Department of German)
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CEW 0112 BEGINNING HEBREW; BREAKING THE ICE. No credit, $62.
A low-keyed, enjoyable introduction to Hebrew. Suitable for further study of either
Biblical Hebrew or Modern Israeli Hebrew. Teaches the reading of the Hebrew
alphabet, correct pronunciation, basic vocabulary. Hebrew songs and folk sayings
will be used to practice reading and pronunciation.
SprIng Spec Term Sec 1 ~1·3;30, Apr. 1-29

(5 meetings), MacP, Paradise
(Jonathan Paradise is associate professor of Hebrew and is a specialist in the
Hebrew text of the Bible and modern approaches to Biblical studies)

IC 0114 SAD MOVIES MAKE ME CRY: A GUIDE TO FILMS THAT TOUCH OUR
LIVES. No credit, $55.

When was the last time you cried, or cheered, or clapped, or were otherwise caught
up emotionally while watching a film? What power do some films have to touch our
lives in a deeply personal way? We'll seek some answers to these questions by
stUdying representative films that offer audiences characters we can identify with,
conflicts that engage us on a personal and emotional level, and stories that
challenge old assumptions and inspire us to consider new ways of relating to
others. Excerpts from relevant films will be viewed in each class, and students can
expect spirited discussion after each film screening. One class session will be
devoted to discussion of a film currently shoWing in the Twin Cities.
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 T-6:30-9, Apr. 9-May 14 (6 meetings), NichH 209,

Yahnke
No late fee through Apr. 2

(Robert Yahnke is an associate professor in the Arts, Communication and
Philosophy division of the General College)

CEW 0115 SEARCH FOR MEANING: VOLTAIRE, NIETZSCHE, SARTRE. No credit,
$58.

Have you occasionally asked yourself, What is the meaning of life? How can one
best live one's life? Is,there a God, and if not, what then? Then you are interested in
philosophy. This course is an introductory study of three famous philosophers
spanning the last three centuries. Each wrote a novel expressing his philosophical
views, so that rather than reading their more rigorous philosophical writings, we
can approach them from a more accessible avenue. The philosophers and works
are Candide by Voltaire (18th century); Thus Spoke Zarathustra by Nietzsche
(19th century); and Nausea by Sartre (20th century). It is hoped that through these
works students will enjoy an understanding, not only of the ideas of these
philsophers, but also how close to our own lives the great questions of philosophy
can be.
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 ~10 a.m.-12, Apr. 1-May 13.

(7 meetings), MacP, Tysdal-Crawford
(Claudia Tysdal-Crawford is a Ph.D. candidate in Comparative Uterature)

IC 0115 THE MAKING OF AMERICA'S MUSICAL. No credit, $49.
Explore the various forces which shaped the American musical comedy. Topics
include the' early forms of popular theatre-minstrel shows, vaudeville, and
burlesque; an examination of the American operetta; a romp through the glorious
excesses of the Follies; an analysis of the "formula" musical at its best; and a
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tribute to the leading ladies whose particular talents and personalities influenced
the genre-Faye Templeton, Marilyn Miller, Ethel Merman, Gertrude Lawrence,
and Mary.Martin, among others. Lectures include recorded and some live musical
illustrations performed by Dr. Sutton and students of the University of Minnesota's
opera program.
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 W-7-9, Apr. 10-May 8

(5 meetings), ScottH 103, Sutton
No late fee through Apr. 3

(Vern Sutton, Professor, School of Music, is director of the Opera Workshop)

IC 0156 YOUR HOME: ITS DESIGN, SELECTION AND/OR CONSTRUCTION. No
credit, $47.

Introduces participants to the many issues and concerns involved in the design or
selection of a home. Topics include the process of defining needs, designing to
satisfy those needs (individual "hands-on" participation), lifestyle and energy
considerations, and the many options available to the home buyer. Throughout the
course students will collect ideas and information for their own home-planning
packages.
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 W-7-9, Apr. 10-May 15

(6 meetings), Arch 55, Susanka
No late fee through Apr. 3

(Sarah Susanka is a registered architect, lecturer in Architecture, and a partner in
the firm Mulfinger-Susanka)

IC 0164 BASIC CREATIVE DRAWING. No credit, $47.
Using natural forms and surroundings as subject, learn techniques of observation
that help you gain access to the part of your mind that works in a style conducive to
creative, intuitive thought. Drawing skills taught are based on exercises developed
through recent discoveries in brain hemisphere processes. A fresh approach in
learning to draw that also will be helpful to those who already draw, to draw better
and to see better. Course emphasizes line drawing with pencil, pen and ink, and
charcoal, that includes basic techniques for draWing and illustration for printing
reproduction.
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 T-7-9, Apr. 9-May 14

(6 meetings), Arch 55, Anderson
. No late fee through Apr. 2

(Janice Anderson, a commercial artist, is a teaching specialist in the Department
of Design)
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_~1*IC 0165 PAINTING IN WATERCOLOR. No credit, $59 (cost of materials extra)
An introductory course in watercolor painting. Discussion of materials, paints,
papers. brushes, and their use; slide-illustrated lectures and demonstrations of
watercolor techniques-washes, textural effects, use- of color combinations,
creating moods in painting. Painting sessions with individual attention given to
encourage and develop creativity. Individual assistance and group critique.
(Limited to 25)
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 Th-7-9, Apr. 11-May 16 (6 meetings),

WullH 120, Netz
No late fee through Apr. 4

(Marija Skutans Netz is an instructor in Art Education and a free lance water-
colorist) .

*IC 0169 WEAVING ON FRAME LOOM OR CANVAS STRETCHER. No credit, $59.
An excellent way to acquaint yourself with the skill of weaving. Learn basic warping
procedures and weaving techniques: tabby, twill, rya, tatting. soumOCk. lace
weaves. Weave a pillow top or wallhanging, searl or table runner. Students need a
frame loom or canvas stretcher. (Limited to 16)

Spring Spec Term Sec 1 T-6:30-9, Apr. 2-May 7
(6 meetings), WullH 110, Smits

(Anna Smits is an instructor in Art Education)

IC 0181 THE POST CARD AS COLLECTABLE: HISTORY AND VISUAL IMAGE. No
credit, $40.

Collecting post cards. a popular pastime in the early 20th century, is once again
returning to popUlarity. Many antique and modern post cards are highly regarded
by collectors. This course consists of lectures and discussions by five of the area's
leading post card authorities on all aspects of post cards, post card collecting. and
making post cards. Opportunity is also provi<»d for evaluation and discussion of
cards brought to class by students.
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 Th-6:30-8:30, Apr. 4-25

(4 meetings). Arch 45, Husom
(David Husom, Assistant Professor ofPhotography, MacPhail Center for the Arts.
is an avid post card collector and an author of numerous articles on post cards
and post card collecting)

IC 0183 ANTIQUES: PRINCIPLES OF COLLECTING. No credit. Tentatively sched·
uled for 1985-86.

IC 0186 INTRODUCTION TO BOOKBINDING. No credit,$46.
Bookbinding is an artistic craft of great antiquity, yet the techniques for handbinding
remain the same. This workshop offers an Introduction for beginners to learn basic
techniques of hard-cover and Japanese binding of books. Each student will have
the opportunity to make two books as well as create decorative end-papers and
covers. Equipment and some supplies will be furnished.
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 M-6:30-8:30, Apr. 8-29 (4 meetings).

WullH 220, Olson
No late fee through Apr. 1

(George Olson is professor emeritus in art education)
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Careers, Interests, Personal Growth
*CEW 0200 BLENDED FAMILIES: LIVING WITH SOMEONE ELSE'S CHILDREN. No

credit, $62 per person; $104 per couple.
The blended family is a household of adults and children brought together by
choice rather than biology. This course is designed for men and women who are
members of blended households. Presentations explore the significant differences

.between biological and blended families, identify some of the common problems in
blended households, and suggest approaches for identifying and resolving them.
Class members participate in discussions and are encouraged to apply ideas in
their blended families. (Limited to 50)
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 W--6:30-9, Apr. 3-May 8

(6 meetings), FordH 70, Brandes
(Annette T. Brandes, Ph.D., sociology and education, is a self-employed social
systems consultant and free-lance writer)

*CEW 0201 CAREER PLANNING. No credit, $65 plus $10 course fee. Total $75.
Have you decided on a career goal? This class is for women who want to develop
strategies for setting successful career goals. Participants receive help in develop
ing individual career plans through lectures, interest testing, and the use of self
evaluation techniques. They learn decision-making and goal-l!etting skills to help
select or change careers. Students identify existing and potential occupational
skills and interests, and learn how to research jobs, identify available and
alternative positions, and present themselves professionally. (Limited to 25)
Spring Spec Term Sec 3 T-6:30-8:30, Apr. 2-30

(5 meetings), Highland Park Library,
1974 Ford Pkwy, StP, Weeks

(Nadine Emerson, licensedpsychologist, is acounseloratMuscala, Emerson and
Associates. Sue Peterson is a counselor in the Continuing Education and
Extension COL(nseling Department and is a licensedpsychologist. Carol Weeks is
a career counselor at Macalester College)

*CEW 0202 FILE .••DON'T PILE. No credit, $25 plus $3 course fee. Total $28.
A simple and unique filing system presented in an enjoyable workshop setting. It is
especially useful for those who clip and save ideas, articles, patterns, poems,
quotes, notes, and recipes, and then spend months trying to find them again.
Through participation in del'T1Qnstrations, class members become acquainted with
the system, then apply the technique to their personal needs with individual
direction from the instructor. All registrations must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope to receive necessary information for the first day of class.
Suggested reading: File ... Don't Pile by Pat Dorff (available at most local
bookstores). (Limited to 25)
Spring Spec Term Sec 2 Th-9:30 a.m.-12, Apr. 11-25

(3 meetings), MacP, Dorff
No late fee through Apr. 4

(Patricia Dorff has a master's degree in library science)
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*CEW 0204 MANAGING PERSONAL, STRESS. No credit, $20.

A workshop to help participants identify and define the stressful aspects of their
personal lives including pressure, frustration, and conflict. Students examine
factors that influence the intensity of stress, negative responses to stress, and why
people resort to them, and discuss the physical and emotional aspects of stress.
Two major techniques for altering response to stress will be presented. (Limited to
30)
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 Sa-9 a.m.-12, Apr. 27

(1 meeting), NCCE 140, Emerson
No late fee through Apr. 19

(Nadine Emerson, licensed psychologist, is a counselor at Muscala, Emerson and
Associates)

*CEW 0209 CARING SINGLES: LIVING WELL IN A COUPLED WORLD. No credit,
$40 per person; $65 per couple.

A seminar for singles, open to men and women, who want to explore components
of healthy, dynamic, and rewarding intimate relationships. The aim of the program
is to emphasize positive aspects of friendships and loving partnerships in
nonmarital relationships. Discussions include how to give and receive love; being
comfortable with your own sexuality; commitment vs. autonomy; aloneness vs.
loneliness; making, keeping, and letting go of friendships. There will be an
opportunity to interact with a panel of single, caring role models in various
nonmarital relationships. The seminar is designed as an educational experience,
not a therapy group. (Umited to 26)
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 T-6:30-8:30, Apr. 2-16

(3 meetings),
NCCE Library, Thoen

(Gail Ann Thoen is an assistant professor ofpsychology and family studies at the
University of Minnesota, and a marriage and family therapist in private practice)

*CEW 0210 CONVERSATIONALLY SPEAKING. No credit, $33.
A course dealing with effective and ineffective conversational patterns. It focuses
on analysis of others' conversation, and also on how to improve our own
communication. We will examine conversational strategies that communicate
positive feelings, deal with criticism, deal with rejection, assist in saying no when
we need to, and nonverbal aspects of conversation. Emphasis on experiential and
practical learning. (Limited to 25)
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 W-9 a.m.-11, Apr. 3·17

(3 meetings), MacP, Martin
(Judith N. Martin, Ph.D., speech-communication, is an assistant professor in the
International Student Advisers Office, University of Minnesota)

*CEW 0211 FRENCH FOR TRAVELERS. No credit, $68.
Emphasis on vocabulary most helpful for travelers. Learning about French culture
and customs makes travel more adventurous and more economical. The course is
designed for those who have had some French or have forgotten almost
everything. It includes some grammar, but concentrates on acquiring the tools
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necessary to express oneself as well as possible with as little as possible. (Limited
to 20)
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 T-1-3, Apr. 2-May 21

(8 meetings), MacP, Kheim
(Johanna Kheim has taught French andhumanities at the University ofMinnesota)

*CEW 0212 IMPROVING YOUR MEMORY: REMEMBERING NAMES, FACES, AND
INFORMATION. No credit, $42.

A good memory is vitally important in all areas of a person's life. A poor memory can
cause stress or lack of self-confidence, or be a stumbling block for promotion and
advancement. This course covers both the theoretical background for understand
ing what makes us remember and forget, and the practical application of several
well-known techniques for remembering names, faces, objects, lists, stories, and
information. (Limited to 24)
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 W-6:30-8:30, Apr. 3-24

(4 meetings),
NCCE Library, Lundeberg

(Mary Lundeberg is a counselor and instructor in the Reading and· Study Skills
Center at the Student Counseling Bureau)

*CEW 0213 RESUME WRITING: GETTING IT TOGETHER. No credit, $23 class only;
$38.95 includes optional '!2-hour individual resume critique.

A workshop designed to meet the needs of women re-entering the job market,
changing fields, or for those wanting to update their resumes. It is appropriate for
those seeking their first paid position, a promotion, or a move from the nonprofit to
the business climate. Participants learn a variety of forms to employ when writing a
positive resume. They study examples of chronological, functional, and combina
tion forms of resumes. Typical resume pitfalls are discussed. Students also learn
how to market the skills they possess. At the conclusion of the Workshop, students
may arrange an optional 'l2-hour individual resume critique with the instructor.
(Limited to 25)
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 Th--6-8, Apr. 11, 18

(2 meetings), NCCE 229, Peterson
No late fee through Apr. 4

(Sue Peterson is a counselor in Continuing Education and Extension Counseling
and a licensed psychologist)

-
*CEW 0217 BUILDING SELF-ESTEEM. No credit, $42.

Self-esteem derives from a sense of personal efficacy and personal worth. The
nature of this self-evaluation has profound effects on your cognitions, feelings,
motivations. goals and behavior. Low self-esteem may manifest itself in depres
sion, self-derision, self-denial, destructive relationships. excessive guilt and worry,
or addictive behaviors. The aim of this course is to help you identify and break
harmful patterns that stifle your capacity for achieving a productive life. Through
lectures, discussions, group support, and activities you will learn specific steps for
increasing self-acceptance, developing confidence, setting and achieving realistic
goals, and overcoming barriers to change. (Limited to 20)

continued next page
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Spring Spec Term Sec 1 M--9:30 a.m.-11:30, Apr. 29-May 20
(4 meetings), MacP, Brodie
No late fee through Apr. 22

(Jane Brodie is a licensed consulting psychologist in private practice with
Psychological Associates, Inc.)

*CEW 0218 GEMSTONES: HOW DO I KNOW WHAT I'M BUYING? No credit, $33.
What are gems? What are the pros and cons of using gemstones as an
investment? This class helps you become an informed buyer. Topics include how
to tell a valuable stone from a poor one; what to look for in quality stone; how to
understand the terminology; and the history of gems. Guest speaker is a gem
dealer, goldsmith, and appraisor. (Limited to 25)
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 T-6:30-8:30, May 7-21

(3 meetings),
NCCE Library, Heuer
No late fee through Apr. 30

(Marilyn Zutz Heuer is studying to become a gemologist and is a memberofRetail
Jewelers of America)

*CEW 0219 MOTHERS ON MOTHERHOOD. No credit, $48.
We will compare the institution of motherhood with the experience women of
various races, classes, and times have written of in autobiographies, essays,
poems, stories, and songs. Class members will be encouraged to share their
insights and experiences as we look at the value and limitations of motherhood,
and conflicts affecting career, identity, and relationships. For mothers of all ages
and women considering becoming mothers. (Limited to 15)
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 W-7-9, Apr. 3-May 8

(6 meetings) Washburn Library,
5244 Lyndale Ave S, Mpls,
Remington

(Judy Remington, M.A., mother of two, and literary critic/reviewer, has been
studying American motherhood for several years, has published articles on the
subject, and is preparing to write a book about it)

CEW 0226 EMPLOYMENT AND THE WOMAN OVER FORTY. No credit, $42.
An exploration of some of the realities and problems in the situation of the
employed mid-life woman, and some possible ways of coping with them. Four main
areas will be explored: (1) demographic and economic factors; (2) interpersonal
relationships, on and off the job; (3) psychological influences on performance,
priorities and goals; (4) physical and physiological considerations.
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 W-6:30-8:30, Apr. 24-May 15

(4 meetings),
NCCE 235, Campbell
No late fee through Apr. 17

(Shirley Campbell, ACSW, Ph.D., is a licensed psychologist in private practice)
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*IC 0440 HOW TO MARKET YOUR PHOTOGRAPHS. No credit, $46.
Taught by free-lance photographer Rohn Engh, this course tells you what you need
to know to sell your photos, and how to start up a photo marketing business. The
difference between a photograph and a marketable photograph is thoroughly
discussed. This is a marketing course and there is little emphasis on picture taking
itself; participants should already have knowledge of how to take a good
photograph. No camera is necessary. (Limited to 50)
Spring Spec Term Sec 2 TW-6:30-9:30, Apr. 9, 10

(2 meetings),
EBCEC 155, StP Campus, Engh
No late fee through Apr. 2

(Rohn Engh is the author of Sell and Re-Sell Your Photos)

IC 0445 LAYOUT AND PASTEUP FOR BEGINNERS. No credit, $43.
How to create an effective and attractive newsletter, poster or brochure for your
organization, business, or club. Techniques of layout including various formats;
papers; printing processes; instant lettering and photo typesetting; art and
photography; selecting type sizes and styles for legibility and readability; pasteup
for camera-ready copy; postal regulations; and working with your printer.
Spring Spec Term Sec 2 W-7-9, Apr. 10-May 8

(5 meetings), BuH 125, Anderson
No late fee through Apr. 3

(Janice Anderson. a commercial artist. is a teaching specialist in the Department
of Design)

. I
*IC 0576 FARM MANAGEMENT FOR THE ABSENTEE LANDOWNER. No credit,

$59.
Designed for the absentee landowner, persons considering purchase of a farm, or
those who may some day inherit one. Course content provides up-to-date
management information and techniques so that: (1) persons considering pur
chase or sale of a farm will make better informed decisions and (2) absentee
landowners will be able to take a more active and better informed role in
establishing cash and crop-share rental arrangements in working. with their
tenants. Sessions also include discussions of current crop production costs,
income and estate taxes, choosing and working with the right tenant, buying and
selling a farm, ~valuating rental arrangements, and other selected topics. (Limited
to 40)
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 Th--7-9. Apr. 11·May 16 (6 meetings).

ClaOff 835, StP Campus, Thomas, Hasbargen
No late fee through Apr. 4

(Kenneth H. Thomas is an Extension E.conomist in Farm Management in the
AgriCUltural and Applied Economics Department; and Paul Hasbargen is a
professor in Agricultural and Applied Economics)

IC 0577 GEmNG STARTED IN PART·TIME FARMING. No credit, $49.
For the person or family considering a move to the country with apossibility of part
time farming as a hobby or supplemental income source. Topics include the pros
and cons of a part-time farming lifestyle; tax management and the potential tax
savings of owning one's own business, including what to do from a tax standpoint
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when purchasing a farm. Enterprise selection-the relative economic merits of
various crop and livestock enterprises; where to go for professional help and
sources of information of use in getting started as a part-time farmer. Marketing
problems and potentials. The economics of purchasing machinery versus hiring
others to work for you. The legal side of farming; insurance, finance, estate
planning considerations. What to look for in buying farm property, inflation
considerations, location, soil types and determining your maximum bid price for
land.

Spring Spec Term Sec 1 Th-7-9, Apr. 11-May 9 (5 meetings),
ClaOff 836, StP Campus, Fuller
No late fee through Apr. 4

(Earl Fuller is an Extension Economist in Farm Management in the AgriCUlturaland
Aplied Economics Department)

IC 0582 FRENCH FOR TRAVELERS. No credit, $49.
A survival course for those with no previous knOWledge of French. Will prOVide you
with the basic French vocabulary necessary for coping with these everyday travel
situations: changing money, obtaining train tickets and information, renting hotel
rooms, shopping, ordering meals, asking directions, understanding telephones,
post offices and public transportation systems. Increased knowledge of French
and of French culture will help you travel more adventurously and more economi
cally.
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 W-7-8:40, Apr. 10-May 15 (6 meetings),

FolH 208
No late fee through Apr. 3

IC 0583 GERMAN FOR TRAVELERS. No credit, $49.
A survival course for those with no preVious knowledge of German. Will prOVide you
with a basic German vocabulary necessary for coping with everyday travel
situations: changing money, obtaining train tickets and information, renting hotel
rooms, shopping, ordering meals, asking directions, understanding telephones,
post offices, and public transportation systems. Increased knowledge of German
and of German culture will help you travel more adventurously and more
economically.
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 W-7-8:40, Apr. 10-May 15 (6 meetings),

CivMinE 213, Schulte-Sasse
No late fee through Apr. 3

(Unda Schulte-Sasse is a doctoral candidate in German and has traveled and
lived in German-speaking countries)

IC 0600 ORIENTATION FOR TRAVELERS TO EUROPE. No credit, $26. ($50 for two
people from same hous~hold).

Are you planning to travel to Europe in summer, 1984? Get more out of your trip by
doing some advance planning. Learn all about essential and recommended travel
documents, the latest ideas on how and what to pack, how the European train
system works, accommodations options, off-the-beaten-track places to visit, and
more. Learn, too, about how to be a traveler instead of a tourist. This all-day
workshop is conducted by experienced staff of the International Study and Travel
Center. (A joint ISTClExtension Classes class)
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Spring Spec Term Sec 1 Sa-8:30 a.m.-4, May 4 (1 meeting)
CMU Third Floor, Johnson
No late fee through Apr. 26

(Stephen Johnson is associate director of the International Study and Travel
Center)

The Natural World
*IC 0210 ANIMAL BEHAVIOR. No credit, (2.4 CEUs available), $59. $53 for Bell

Museum members (indicate membership number on registration form).
The behavior of animals, especially those living in groups, is much more complex
than most people realize. This introductory course will present some current
concepts of animal behavior, using lions, macaques, gibbons, mallards, insects,
and many other animals as examples. Students will look not only at how these
animals behave, but also at some of the underlying reasons why they behave that
way. Subjects include learning and conditioning, courtship and reproductive
behavior, territoriality and dominance hierarchies, play, social vs. solitary living,
and methods of studying animal behavior. Lectures will be supplemented by films
and slides. There will be four Saturday morning field trips that will illustrate many of
the topics discussed in class (Apr. 13,20,27, May 4) to the Minnesota Zoo and to
Wood Lake Nature Center. (Limited to 25)
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 M-7·9, Apr 8-29

(4 meetings plus field trips),
BellMus 175 (use SW entrance), Evarts
No late fee through Apr. 1

(Sue Evarts is a graduate student in Ecology and Behavioral Biology. Her
research involves the reproductive biology of mallards)

IC 0216 MINNESOTA WILDFLOWERS. No credit, (2.5 CEUs available), $65. $58 for
Bell Museum members (indicate membership number on registration form).

Get to know Minnesota's spring wildflowers. Native wildflowers of woodland and
prairie are seen during three Saturday morning field trips (May 4, Minnesota
Landscape Arboretum; May 11, Wolsfeld Woods; May 18, Schaeffer Prairie).
During evening sessions students view flowers under the microscope, learn to
identify unknown wildflowers, and become familiar with major plant families in
Minnesota. Slides and films illustrate the diversity of wildflowers found in Minne
sota woodlands, prairies, and bogs, with emphasis on plant ecology and identifica
tion. Other topics include how flowers attract pollinators and where to go to see
wildflowers.
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 W-6:30-9, Apr. 24-May 22

(5 meetings plus field trips),
Zoology 101b, Webb
No late fee through Apr. 17

(Sara Webb is a graduate student in Ecology and Behavioral Biology whose
research concerns seed dispersal and the history of vegetation)
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*IC 0222 IDENTIFYING BIRDS: AN INTRODUCTION TO ORNITHOLOGY. No credit.

(3.0 CEUs available), $78. $70 for Bell Museum members (indicate member
ship number on registration form).

By combining classroom time with Saturday field trips, this course provides an
opportunity for lab study and observation of birds in their natural habitat. The
course is designed to help those interested in birds learn the general principles of
field identification, as well as teach them to recognize many of the common species
of Minnesota birds. Bird behavior and ecology will also be discussed. There will be
four Saturday trips: Fall-Sept. 15 (all day) to Hawk Ridge. Duluth; sept. 22, 29
(morning) local; and OCt. 6 (all day) to Crex Meadows Wildlife Area, Wisconsin.
Spring-Apr. 6 (all day) to Crex Meadows; and Apr. 13,20,27 (morning) local.
(Limited to 50)
Spring Spec Term Sec 2 W-7-9, Mar. 2O-Apr. 24 (6 meetings

plus field trips). BellMus 311 (use
SW entrance), Rimmer
No late fee through Mar. 13

see IC 0229 for an Intermediate course In bird Identlflcatlon
(David Blockstein and Chris Rimmer are graduate students in Ecology and
Behavioral Biology)

*IC 0229 IDENTIFYING BIRDS: AN INTERMEDIATE COURSE. No credit, (3.3 CEUs
available), $79. $69 for Bell Museum members (indicate membership number
on registration form).

A continuation of IC 0222 (Identifying Birds: An Introduction to Ornithology). see
listing above, and assumes that the student has acquired a basic understanding
of the principles of ornithology. The intermediate course will familiarize the student
with sight identification, songs, behavior, and ecology of many species of migratory
and breeding birds. Emphasis is on experiences with birds in the wild. with more
field trips and fewer lecture sessions than the introductory course. There are six
field trips from May 4 through June 8, inclUding 5 Saturday trips. and one
weekend trip to Itasca State Park, Friday evening through Sunday (cost extra
date to be announced). (Limited to 50)
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 Th-7-9, May 2, 16,30

(3 meetings plus field trips),
BellMus 311 (use SW entrance), Fall
No late fee through Apr. 25

(Bruce A. Fall is a graduate student in the DepartmentofEcology and Behavioral
Biology, who has taught several formal and informal courses in ornithology)

*IC 0235 MINNESOTA BIRDS: ABUNDANCE AND DISTRIBUTION. No credit, (2.0
CEUs available), $64. $58 for Bell Museum members (indicate membership
number on registration form).

A continuation of IC 0222 and IC 0229, but with a concentration on the distribution
and abundance of Minnesota's birds. Learning birds not only means identification
but knowing where they are found, when is the best time of year to see certain
species, how many species there are in Minnesota, and how many you can expect
to see. Birding can be a lifelong hobby if you learn the skills of where, when, and

. how many birds. Classroom sessions are combined with half-day Saturday field
trips. Fall section: Aug. 25 to Minnesota River Valley National Wildlife Refuge;
sept. 8, Lebanon Hills, Dakota County; Sept. 15, Sherburne NWR; Sept. 22, Rice
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Lake State Park. All-day field trip during mid-November to view swans and eagles
on the Mississippi River. Spring section: Apr. 13, Minnesota River Valley NWR;
Apr. 20, Sherburne NWR; May 4, Frontenac State Park; plus a weekend trip (Apr.
27-28) to Salt Lake, near Madison, Minn. Short Monday evening field trips from 5
p.m. to dusk to be scheduled. These trips give the advanced observer a chance to
increase observational skills and to increase the Minnesota Life List. (Limited to 25)
Spring Spec Term Sec 2 M-7-9, Apr. a, 15,22, 29

(4 meetings plus field trips),
BeliMus 311 (use SW entrance), Janssen
No late fee through Apr. 1

(Bob Janssen is editor of The Loon and co-author of Minnesota Birds: When,
Where and How Many. He is one ofthe mostexperienced field ornithologists in the
state)

IC 0245 LANDSCAPING THE MINNESOTA HOME GROUNDS. No credit, $36.
Attention is focused on using plants to beautify our Minnesota yards and grounds.
Special help for the interested homeowner or business owner/manager to review
critically the landscape of home or business and to plan a design to improve the
grounds. Requirements for maintaining beauty in the yard will also be examined.
For those who enjoy the art of horticulture. Lectures: The Art of Landscape
Gardening; Designing with Plants; Designing Your Own Yard; Workshop: Main
taining Beauty in Your Yard.
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 M-6:30-8:30, Apr. a-May 6 (5 meetings),

AlderH 310, StP Campus, Ray
No late fee through Apr. 1

(Glenn Ray is executive secretary of the Minnesota Horticultural Society)

IC 0248 HIVES AND HONEYBEES: AN INTRODUCTION TO BEEKEEPING. No credit,
$69.

A practical course in keeping honeybees for pleasure and profit. Lectures include
biology and behavior of honeybees; diseases, pests, and predators; first steps in
beekeeping, equipment, apiary site; preparing bees for winter; late winter and
spring management; horizontal two-queen system; capturing a honey crop; the
honey harvest; pollination and pesticides. Two half-day Saturday field demonstra
tions (Apr. 20, May 18) include package bees-how to install and manage; and
how to divide colonies.
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 M-7-9:30, Apr. a-May 13

(6 meetings), AlderH 310, StP Campus, Furgala
No late fee through Apr. 1

(Basil Furgala is a professor in Entomology)
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IC 0254 SUPER-INSULATED AND OTHER ENERGY EFFICIENT NEW CONSTRUC-

TION_ No credit, $52.
An in-depth survey of new housing design concepts for homeowners and
contractors. Includes discussions on environmental design. earth-shenered and
super-insulated housing. airlvapor barriers, air-to-air heat exchangers, efficient
central and zone heating and cooling-systems, energy-saving domestic hot water
systems, energy conserving appliances, financing new construction, and energy
costs projections. Guest speakers from private businesses, organizations, and
state agencies.
Spring Spec Term Sec 2 T-7"9:30, Apr. 10-May 8 (5 meetings

plus field trip), JonesH 2. Getty
No late fee through Apr. 3

(Scott Getty, former director of Ouroboros South, is president of Solatech, Inc., a
supplier of low-energy housing products)

*IC 0263 MINNESOTA GEOLOGY: AN INTRODUCTION TO YOUR SURROUND
INGS. No credit, (3.3 CEUs available). $85. $76 for Bel/ Museum members
(indicate membership number on registration form).

Despite its tame topography; Minnesota has had an active and varied geological
history. There have been mountain ranges. inland seas, volcanoes. rifting events.
and glaciers. A review of the evidence for these geologic events are presented in
lectures illustrated with slides. films, and maps. Appropriate rock and fossil material
will be on hand for discussions. Three field trips will cover much of Minnesota's
geologic past: a half-day local trip; (Apr. 13); one ful/-day trip to the southeast; (May
4); and a two-day (overnight) trip to the North Shore (May 18, 19). (Offered in
cooperation with the Bel/ Museum of Natural History. Limited to 25)
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 Th-7-9, Apr. ll-May 16 (6 meetings

plus field trips), FordH 185, Mooers
No late fee through Apr. 4

(Howard Mooers is a graduate student in the Department of Geology)

*IC 0275 ADVANCED FIELD AND NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY. No credit, (2.4 CEUs
available), $66. $59 for Bel/ Museum members (indicate membership number
on registration form).

A fol/ow-up for IC 0274; contact the instructor if you have not yet taken that course.
Students should have access to a 35mm SLR camera and considerable experi
ence using it. This is a course for advancednature photographers, field biologists.
and naturalists who wish to master more difficult techniques: Sessions include
work with near·macro and macro-photography. mUltiple electronic flash setups
and fill-in flash, composition and landscape photography, and wildlife and bird
photography. Three half-day field trips. (Limited to 25)
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 W-7-9. Apr. 10-May 15 (6 meetings plus field trips),

Bel/Mus 175 (use SW entrance), Ash
No late fee through Apr. 3

(Gary Ash is an experienced photographerlnaturalist. He teaches photography at
the Nature and the Arts Audubon Camp, Wisconsin, and his photographs have
been successful in local and international nature photography competitions)
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IC 0296 SAILING: MARINE NAVIGATION-COSTAL AND INLAND PILOTING. No

credit, $66.
A course for power boat and sailing enthusiasts who wish to learn the basics of
inland and coastal naVigation. Among the topics to be covered are plotting, dead
reckoning, fixes, tides and currents, and rules of the road. Classes combine
lectures with ample hands-on practice to allow refinement of navigational skills.
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 T-6:30-9, Apr. 9·May 28 (8 meetings),

Arch 15
No late fee through Apr. 2

IC 0300 PHOTOGRAPHING WILDFLOWERS. No credit, $33.
Wildflower photography for beginners who don't know where to begin, but wish to
take satisfying portraits of plants. The workshop includes discussion and demon
strations of basic equipment and techniques, including composition and where and
when to look for wildflowers, especially in the Twin Cities area. Discussion is
illustrated with slides. On Saturday, May 5, the class will adjourn to the wildflower
garden at the Minnesota Landscape Arboretum for demonstration and practice.
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 W-7-9, May 1 (1 meeting plus field trip),

StCen AUd, StP Campus, Breneman
No late fee through Apr. 24

(Don Breneman, veteran nature photographer, is an associate professor in the
College of Agriculture)

IC 0302 THE BEHAVIOR OF COMMON BIRDS. No credit, $25.
What can you "do" with a bird once you know its name? The mallard, Canada
goose, redwing blackbird, tree swallow, and cowbird are so familiar that few people
watch them closely, yet these birds exhibit spectacular and entertaining behavior
patterns. Observing the redwing blackbird, students can learn to recognize 7
displays and 6 distinctly different calls. The day will be about half indoors, with
lectures and slides, and half outdoors, observing several species of birds.
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 Sa--8:30 a.m.-4, JY'r. 20 (1 meeting),

Wood Lake Nature Center
(735 W. Lakeshore Drive),
Richfield, Sigford
No late fee through Apr. 12

(Ann Sigford is the manager at Wood Lake Nature Center and the author of two
books)
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Writing and Literature
CEW 0306 FROM FAUST TO STEPPENWOLF: NOVELS AND PLAYS TRANSLATED

FROM THE GERMAN LANGUAGE. No credit, $80.
From Goethe through Nietzsche and Schnitzler to Thomas Mann, Kaffka, Hesse
and others, the class studies and discusses the different literary styles and forms
through the 19th century into the 20th century. Beginning with Goethe's classical
view of man in Faust, the class traces each author's views of man's role in relation
to universal moral values and to the changing society of their fellow man. Fall:
Goethe's Faust and Fontana's Effie Briest are analyzed. Students read Nie
tzsche's Thus Spoke Zarathustra and excerpts from Beyond Good and Evil in
order to understand better the moral and philosophical thoughts underlying the
mood of the novels and plays that will follow in the winter and spring terms.
Spring Spec Term Sec 5 W-10 a.m.-12, Apr. 3-June 5

(10 meetings). MacP, Kheim
Sec 6 Th-7-9. Apr. 4·June 6

(10 meetings), FolH 208, Kheim
(Johanna Kheim has taught French and humanities at the University ofMinnesota)

*CEW 0307 WRITING FICTION FOR YOUNG PEOPLE. No cretlit, $80 plus $5 special
fee. Total $85.

There are certain facets of talent involved in writing fiction, but more are elements
of craft that can (and must) be learned. Whether you have been writing for years
and are looking for critical support. or are just thinking about starting and need
information and the discipline of a group. this class is for you. The goal of the class
is to increase skills, confidence, and critical capacity. Class time is divided between
lectures on the craft of fiction, and stUdents reading aloud and receiving response
to their manuscripts. Instructor is available one-half hour before class for individual
conferences. Information is provided on manuscript preparation and marketing.
(Limited to 18)
Spl'lng Spec Term Sec 2 M-1-3:30, Apr. 1-May 20

(8 meetings), MacP. Bauer
(Marion Dane Bauer, professional writing teacher, is an award-winning novelist)

*CEW 0308 LITTLE WOMEN GROW UP. No credit, $48.
Survey of juvenile literature In the laSt 25 years, with a focus on the female as
sUbject, author, and illustrator. Assessment of societal attitudes within the context
of the times; stereotypes in words and pictures; and criteria for judging art and
literature in young people's literature. Includes combating the Cinderella Syn
drome in tales, myths, and legends; Wonder Woman and Her Cohorts-fantasy
and science fiction; and Nancy Drew updated-modern realistic fiction. (Offered in
cooperation with Southdale Library. Limited to 15)
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 T-1-3. Apr. 16-May 21

(6 meetings). Southdafe Library,
7001 York Ave S, Edina. Stein
No late fee through Apr. 9
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(Ruth Stein, Ph.D., education, has taught language arts and social studies for the
University of Minnesota and Macalester College and is co-editor at Ginn
Publishing Company)

CEW 0309 SISTERS. No credit, $48.
Examines some literary "sister acts" to see how writers have used them to point out
positive and negative female roles and options. See how sisters educate and
provide models for each other. What does this female-nurturing-female relation
ship mean for the author and for the reader? Readings from the following: Jane
Austen, Sense and Sensibility; Louisa May Alcott, Uttle Women; Christina
Rossetti, The Gobelin Market; Chekhov, The Three Sisters; Shirley Hazzard, The
Transit of Venus; EUdora Welty, Delta Wedding; and Olive Schriener, The Story of
an African Farm.
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 T-1-3, Apr. 16-May 21

(6 meetings), Highland Park Library,
1974 Ford Pkwy, StP, Wadman
No late fee through Apr. 9

(Karen Wadman has been an adjunct instructor in the Department of English)

*CEW 0317 WORDS: MAKING THEM WORK FOR YOU-PART II. No credit, $33.
A continuation of Words: Making Them Work For You, but not limited to students
who have taken that class. The focus is on the definition, pronunciation, and usage
of useful words, with word origins, the "families of words," and word games also
included. The class is designed for all people who want to increase their vocabulary
and build word power, and who enjoy working and playing with words. It's
appropriate for people who want to expand their vocabulary beyond professional
jargon, and also for those planning to take undergraduate and graduate admis
sions exams or other tests requiring vocabulary skills. (Limited to 25)
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 W-12-1, Apr. 10-May 29

(8 meetings), MacP, DeNoble
No late fee through Apr. 3

. (Jan DeNoble is a teaching specialist in the Reading and Writing Skills Center)

*IC 0441 NEWSLETTER WRITING. No credit, $40.
Does your association, business, club, or organization issue a newsletter? Gain or
·improve your newsletter skills with this course. Class sessions incl!Jde lectures and
discussions on how to write articles for your newsletters, how to develop skills and .
techniques to write informative and interesting material for your publication, how to
set up a schedule, and the importance of lead sentences and paragraphs. Sources
of information for articles, writing good headlines, and the kinds of information best
suited for you readership. (Limited to 25)
Spring Spec Term Sec 2 W-7-9, Apr. 10-May 1

(4 meetings),
MinMet 124, Clapp
No late fee through Apr. 3

(Betty Clapp is an instructor in Journalism and Mass Communication at the
University)
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*CEW 0400 ARITHMETIC AND ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA. No credit, $100 for sec 1,
3, 4. $120 for sec 2.

Arithmetic Part of the Course: Individualized instruction and group lecture in basic
mathematics including fractions, decimals, ratio and proportion, percentages, the
Metric System, .and word problems from these areas. Students proceed at their
own rate. Students may listen to lectures or work on an independent basis with the
supervision of one of two instructors.No math background necessary. Elementary
Algebra Part of the Course: Individualized instruction and group lecture in
elementary algebra including signed numbers, solving equations, graphing,
factoring, rational expressions, and roots and radicals. Students proceed at their
own rate. Students listen to lectures or work on an independent basis with the
supervision of one of two instructors. Students must have a strong background in
arithmetic to do this part of the course. Elementary algebra students who want to
review specific topics in arithmetic may sit in on the arithmetic lectures. (Limited to
50)
Spring Spec Term Sec 4 W-5:30-8, Apr. 3-June 12

(11 meetings), JonesH 2, Robertson
(Douglas Robertson is an assistantprofessor in the Division ofScience, Business,
and Mathematics of the General College. Vivian McMorrow has been an
instructor in the CEW Math Anxiety program since 1975. Carol Beste has been
with the CEW Math Anxiety Program since 1982 and has previously taught for the
Weekend College at St. Catherine's)
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*CEW 0401 COMPUTERS: A PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION. No credit, $77 plus $6
course fee. Total $83 (includes computer time).

Designed for the novice who would like to develop an understanding of computers.
Students learn how to communicate effectively with people in the computer •
science field and obtain ageneral knowledge ofwhat the computer can do and how
it will affect our lives. Explore how the computer is used as a problem-solving tool
and why it seems to be a problem-creating tool. ~pics covered include equipment,
personnel, applications, history, future uses, the mathematics of computers, and
programming. The programming language BASIC, used in most home computers,
is presented. Participants have the opportunity to run simple programs in BASIC for
approximately two hours. (Limited to 26)
Spring Spec Term Sec 2 TTh-5:30-8:30, Apr. 2,'4, 9

(3 meetings), lindH 302, Ressler
(Tom Ressler is an instructor in the School of Mathematics)

*CEW 0405 PUTTING YOUR HOME COMPUTER TO WORK FOR YOU. No credit,
$32.

Lecture and hands-on experience with computer applications for the home user
including word processing, electronic spreadsheets, computer graphics, and data
communications. (Prereq basic understanding of how a computer functions.
Previous courses in this series are adequate preparation. Limited to 40)
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 S&--8:30 a.m.-12:30, Apr. 20

(1 meeting)
EBCEC 52, StP Campus, Marker
No late fee through Apr. 12

(Carolyn Marker is data systems head of the Audio Visual Ubrary Service,
Continuing Education and Extension)

*IC 0593 HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR HOME COMPUTER. No credit,
$49.

If you own or are going to buy a microcomputer, this course is for ydu. It includes
lectures, discussion, and activities that give you experience in loading and running
a variety of programs on an Apple Microcomputer. Flowcharting of existing
applications programs are used to provide insight into ease of running programs on
the laboratory micros. Students are introduced to several commonly used pro
grams and are given an opportunity to experience running a problem on the
program. The course culminates in a discussion about the attributes of various
systems and their realistic applications. (Limited to 20)
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 W-7-9, Apr. 3-May 1 (5 meetings),

PeikH 355, Philipson
No late fee through Mar. 27

(Willard Philipson is a professor in the Curriculum and Instructional Systems
division of the College of Education)

IC 0594 COMPUTING: WHAT IS IT? No credit, $45 plus $5 course fee. Total $50.
Using plain English, the basic concepts of computing are explored. Introduces
computing terminology; shows you what computers look like; explains how and
Why they work; tells what computers are and are not capable of doing; describes
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what you must know to use a computer. Provides a first opportunity to use a
computer; discusses the impact and ethics of computing; encourages you to think
of ways you could use computers more. Designed for anyone who knows little or
nothing about computers.
Spring Spec Term Sec 3 Th-6:15-8:30, Apr. 4-25 (4 meetings),

ApH 150, Giese
No late fee through Mar. 28

(David Giese is a professor in the General College and division head in the
Department of Science, Business, and Mathematics)

Social and Historical Insights
CEW 0500 NUCLEAR MILITARISM AND ITS CRITICS. No credit, $62.

After three decades of international politics at an impasse, there are signs today of
ferment and a search for alternatives to the nuclear militarism of the Soviet Union
and the United States and the pressures that a rigid EastlWest rivalry has brought
to the nations on both sides of the dispute. This course examines the search for
new political alternatives to the international politics of nuclear militarism and
follows the struggle for new politics in six issues: (1) Russian and American military
rivalry in the nuclear age: What about the Russians? What about ourselves? (2)
The end of the American era in Western Europe: Is NATO obsolete? (3) Eastern
Europe: Solidarity and the -challenge to a senescent Soviet Empire, (4) END:
Disarmament and the movement for a nuclear-free Europe, (5) Red Brigades and
Greens: Radical dissent and terrorism in Western Europe, and (6) Ghandi and
Tolstoy rediscovered: Nonviolence and civil disobedience in our time.
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 W--6:30-8:30, May 1·June 5

(6 meetings), Walker Library,
2880 Hennepin Ave S, Mpls,
Hayes
No late fee through Apr. 24

(Nicholas Hayes, Ph.D., Executive Director of Associated Colleges of the Twin
Cities, is a specialist in Soviet affairs as well as a journalist and public lecturer on
Soviet European history)

*CEW 0504 RECOGNIZING INTERNATIONAL CONCERNS OF WOMEN. No credit,
$40.

Addresses the question of Why it is important for women in the United States to
understand the conditions and needs of women intemationally. Examine how
women in other countries have developed organizational strategies to try to
improve their life situations. Mechanisms for women in the U.S. to interact with
other women internationally also are identified.
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 T-1-3, Apr. 9-30

(4 meetings), MacP, Patten
No late fee through APr. 2

(Sonia Patten, Ph.D., anthropology, is a post-doctoral fellow in the Department of
Family Practice and Community Health)
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Study and Travel Adventures

Study and Travel Adventures
If you like to travel, have an interest in a particular place. or would like a tour with a
difference, Study and Travel Adventure. are for you. Every tour is conducted by an
instructor who is an expert in the field. That expertise, combined with pre-trip lectures and
limited tour size, ensure valuable interaction among students and instructors for a
memorable trip. You are able to combine the pleasures of a vacation with the satisfactions
of learning. Study and Travel Adventures come in a variety of packages-ranging from two
days to two weeks. All trips are limited in size and fill quickly. Reservations are taken on a
first-come, first-served basis. Call now (376-7500) for a detailed itinerary. Registrations
will be accepted in room 180 Wesbrook Hall, 77 Pleasant Street S.E., Minneapolis, MN
55455. (All costs listed are based on the best information available at the time ofprinting
and are approximate only. Costs and details are subject to change without notice.)

An Informative Affair: You're invited! Plan to attend our StUdy and Travel
Adventures information evening, Thursday, November 8,7 to 9 p.m., at the
Nolte Center Lounge (Minneapolis east bank campus). Refreshments will be
served.

*IC 0919 A WINTER BIRDING AND NATURAL HISTORY TOUR OFscfuTH TEXAS.
No credit. No tuition. $700 (approximate) special fee (includes surface
transportation in Texas, 7 nights lodging {double occupancy}, entrance fees,
one pre-trip lecture). Total $700.

South Texas has a justifiable reputation as one of the premier birding areas in this
country. Over 15 Mexican bird species found nowhere else in the United States can
be expected during winter plus more than 30 others that occur very rarely or not at
all in Minnesota. In Winter, the weather is typically mild; waterfowl are abundant,
and shore birds, wading birds, and many species of songbirds are common. In
addition to a wide variety ofbirds, south Texas also has many interesting plants,
mammals, reptiles, and invertebrates, and time will be spent observing these as
well. StUdents visit Padre Island; Falcon Dam; and AranSas, Laguna Atascosa, and
Santa Ana National Wildlife Refuges, plus other less-well-known areas. (Limited to
16)
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 Dec. 29-Jan 6, Fall
(Trip leader is Bruce A. Fall, an ornithologist who has spent several yea;s in south
Texas conducting research on birds, mammals, and plants. David Blockstein,
assistant leader, is an ornithologist and graduate student in the Department of
Ecology and Behavioral Biology)

*IC 0920 THE BIRDS AND NATURAL HISTORY OF COASTAL MAINE. No credit. No
tuition. $870 (approximate) special fee. Total $870.

Coastal Maine conjures up images of rock-bound coasts, picturesque harbors, and
sturdy lobster fishermen. In addition to its scenic beauty, coastal Maine in July
offers landlocked birders the exciting opportunity to see many sea bird species that
are breeding at this time of year. The trip emphasizes identification and natural
history of sea birds while touring coastal areas, and includes a boat trip to seek out
pelagic species such as puffins, auks. petrels, and murres; two species of seals
also may be seen from the boat. Also, many songbirds breed in New England,
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including six species of warblers that are rare or absent in Minnesota. Time will be
spent hiking to locate as many of these as possible. There also will be opportunities
for students to get their feet wet and explore the diverse plant and animal life of the
rocky intertidal zone. (Limited to 14)
Summer Spec TermSec 1 July 7-13, Eliason
(Roger Eliason, group leader, is a field biologist ana experienced birder who lived
and birded in Maine for four years while attending Bowdoin COllege)

*IC 0923 THE WILDLIFE AND WILDLANDS OF ALASKA. No credit. No tuition. $1 ,690
(approximate) special fee (includes all transportation, lodging, breakfasts, and
one pre-trip lecture). Total $1,690.

An adventure to our 49th state, Alaska, where nature puts on a spectacular
showing of unmatched scenery and abundant wildlife. The word Alaska is almost
synonymous with wilderness-a land of dense, green forests, rugg8d mountains,
blue-white glaciers, and wildlife galor~ears, caribou, trumpeter swans, arctic
loons, and whales, to name a few. The 10-day study tour will include the
identification and natural history of Alaskan fish, birds, mammals, and the
vegetation of the major biomes. Land use challenges and controversies, such as
the subsistence hunting and fishing by native Alaskans and petroleum develop
ment. The tour will be based in Anchorage with two-day trips to Denali National
Park (including Mt. McKinley, North America's highest mountain), the Kenai
National Moose Range, and Prince William Sound, which includes a boat trip to
view the Columbian glacier. Time will also be planned for participants to explore on
their own. (Limited to 15)
Summer Spec TermSec 1 July 6-15, 1985, Cooper
(Leading the study-tour is James Cooper, associate professor of wl1dfife at the
University of Minnesota, who has visited Alaska many times where he has done
extensive wildlife research, particularly on the trumpeter swan)

IC 0925 GARDENS OF THE DELAWARE VALLEY. No credit. No tuition. $775 special
fee (includes lodging, transportation in Delaware, some meals, on-site lectures,
one pre-trip orientation). Total $775.

Explore the "Cradle of American Horticulture." Visit gardens of many diverse styles
at the peak of spring bloom. Rhododendrons, azaleas, dogwoods, and spring
flowering bulbs create an atmosphere of paradise. Emphasis is on garden style,
both from a historic and aesthetic point of view; and on our heritage that is
preserved ih these great U.S. gardens. The trip includes several days in Wilming
ton, Del., to visit the Hagley Museum-a garden and mansion located on the scenic
Brandywine River; the mansion of Alfred J. du Pont with its unsurpassed garden in
the French formal style; and Longwood Gardens, America's finest display garden,
In addition, the tour includes several days in Philadelphia to visit the Japanese
Garden, the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society's Colonial Garden, and more,
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 May 4-11, Sladky
(Roberta Sladky is Director, College of Biological Sciences Greenhouse. She
lived for fWo years in the Delaware Area)

*IC 0926 THE NATURAL HISTORY AND CULTURE OF PERU. No credit. No tuition.
$2,500 (approximate) special fee (includes all transportation, all lodging
[double occupancy), some meals, one pre-trip lecture), Total $2,500.

Peru, with its tropical Amazonian rain forests, sky-hiQh Andes, and coastal deserts,
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Study and Travel Adventures

provides members of this study tour a tantalizing glimpse of diverse plant and
animal life and the cultural heritage of ancient civilizations. The natural history of
the areas visited is emphasized, especially the bird life, and there will be
opportunities to visit Cuzco, the fabled capitol of the Inca Empire, the nearby ruins
of Sacsayaman, Tambomachay, Macchu picliu (the lost city of the Incas),
Ollantaytambo, the native markets of Pisac and Chinchero, and the museums of
Lima. This unique study tour inclUdes the tropical rain forests of the upper Rio
Madre de Dios where participants will stay in the heart of the Tambopata Wildlife
Reserve. From these lowland forests, the group will climb to Cuzco and the
Huaparcay Lakes Region at 10,300 feet above sea level where students will see
the rugged Andes, Alpine regions, and finally the montane cloud forests where the
group will be able to see an incredible array of hummingbirds, tanagers, and
creepers. An overnight visit to Macchu Pichu will cap off the Andean portion of the
trip. The tour concludes with a visit to the national park at Paracas where conditions
are ideal for viewing sea birds and shore birds. (Limited to 14)
Fall Spec Term Sec 1 Oct. 14-30, Corbin
(Group leader Kendall W. Corbin, Professor of Ecology and Behavioral Biology,
has had many years of research experience in Peru)r

I *IC 0927 EGYPT OF THE PHARAOHS. No credit. No tuition. $3,000 (approximate)
special fee (includes all transportation, all lodging [double occupancy), en-
trance fees, one pre-trip lecture). Total $3,000.

AstUdy-travel tour of the monuments of ancient Egypt, this program is designed for
travelers interested in the unique history and cu"ures of ancient Egypt. The tour
combines lectures from archaeologists who have worked in Egypt with personal
free time for relaxation and shopping in the bazaars of modem Egypt. In Cairo, visit
the Egyptian Museum as well as the pyramids and sphinx at Giza. 'From Cairo
travel south to Luxor and Karnak, Aswan and Abu Simbel, and cruise on the Nile. A

I visit to Alexandria is also included to view the Graeco-Roman ruins. (Limited to 24)
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 Feb. 3-17, Coulson and Wilkie

l
(Group leaders William Coulson, Department of Classics, and Nancy Wilkie,
instructor at Carleton College, are both archaeologists who have just completeda
five-year projec;t ofexcavation and survey at Naukratis in the western Nile Dena)

" IC 0928 SPECTACLE OF WILD GEESE: A WEEKEND FIELD TRIP. No credit. No
I tuition. $25 (approximate) special fee (includes on-site lectures). Total $25.

l Harbingers of spring and fall, flights of wild geese are both spectacular and
mysterious. Where arethey going? Where have they been? These and other topics

I, are to be discussed on this weekend trip to Sand Lake National Wildlife refuge in
~ northeastern South Dakota and western Minnesota. Sand Lake is where more than

a million Lesser Snow Geese, thousands of Canada geese, and some White
fronted and Ross' Geese stop during their annual migration from wintering grounds
to breeding grounds. To hear and see so many birds at once is an experience few
forget.
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 April 6-7, Cooper
(Jim Cooper, group leader, is an associate professor in Fisheries and Wildlife and
has done extensive research on Canada geese in the Midwest, and on the
trumpeter swan in Alaska)
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*IC 0929 ROME OF THE CAESARS. No credit. No tuition. $2,350 (approximate)
special fee (includes all transportation, all lodging {double occupancy), en
trance fees, one pre-trip lecture). Total $2,350.

A study-travel introduction to the culture and history of Imperial Rome as revealed
through the ancient monuments. Spend five days in Rome exploring the emperors'
palaces, business centers, temples, triumphal arches, sports arenas, and tombs. A
day excursion to Hadrian's villa at Tivoli, an imperial pleasure estate comprising a
complex of glimmering pools, colored marbles, and underground passages. A trip
to Ostia, the port city of Rome, will evidence the operations behind a world empire:
offices of international corporations, granaries to store Rome's food supply, and
multi-storied apartment buildings. A four-day excursion south to experience the
sites of Pompeii, Herculaneum, and villas destroyed by Vesuvius. A visit to
Tiberius' villa atop.the cliffs at Capri overlooking the picturesque Bay of Naples, and
a trip up Mount Vesuvius are also included. Emphasis will be on examining the
physical remains: archaeology, art, and inscriptions, including graffiti, for gaining
an on-site introduction to the world of Imperial Rome. (Limited to 20)
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 March 16-27, Gulino
(Rosanne Gulino, group leader, is an advanced graduate student in the Depart
ment of Classics, and has done extensive research on Pompeii. In 1982-83 she
was an instructor at the Intercollegiate Center for Classical Studies at Rome
where she taught Latin and Roman Archaeology)

*IC 0930 MUSIC FESTIVALS OF AUSTRIA. No credit. No tuition. $2,400 (approxi
mate) special fee (includes all transportation, all lodging, some meals, 5 concert
tickets, one pre-trip lecture). Total $2,400.

A trip to charm the ear, dazzle the eye, warm the heart, and delight the palate in the
world that inspired Mozart, Haydn, Beethoven, Schubert, Strauss, Brahms,
Bruckner, and Mahler. It features concerts in a variety of locations such as the
lovely floating theatre on Lake Constance at Bregenz (where Switzerland, Austria,
and Germany meet), to the SalZburg castle, courtyards, and concert halls. The
musical fare is varied, too, from Alpine horns to chamber concerts, opera, and
symphonies. Memorable visits to galleries, abbeys, chapels, and palaces are
included. In addition to cultural pursuits, fine Rhine wines, Hotel Sacher Tortes, and
great German cooking will "round out" our experience. Gluckliche Reise! (Have a
fine journey!) (Limited to 25)

_Summer Spec Term5ec 1 July 13-27, 1985, Byrne
(Richard Byrne, group leader, assistant professor in the General College, is the
director of music at the Cathedral of St. Paul)

*IC 0931 A HISTORICAL SAMPLER OF BRITAIN. No credit. No tuition. $2,300
(approximate) special fee (includes all transportation, all lodging [double
occupancy], entrance fees, one pre-trip lecture). Total $2,300.

Too often visitors to Britain content themselves with a few days in London. Escape
from London and discover the rest of British history (including the Celtic past), from
Roman times to the present, with a friendly historian to answer your questions.
Discover the real King Arthur behind the legend. In Welsh-speaking north Wales
visit the awesome 13th-century castle built by Edward I at Harlch to subdue the
Welsh, the never-never land village of Portmerion (location for "The Prisoner" TV
series), and a working narrow-guage steam railway winding up into the mist
covered mountains of Snowdonia. In Scotland see Hadrian's Wall built by the
Roman legions to hold the Picts at bay, elegant Edinburgh with its crooked
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medieval main street, and the Sir Walter Scott country. In England stop in half
timbered Shrewsbury for an excursion to the nearby excavated vast Roman town
of Viriconium. (Limited to 15)
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 June 15-30, Suppe
(Frederick Suppe, group leader, lived in Wales for two years and speaks Welsh.
Specializing in medieval and Celtic history, he teaches courses in the History
Department on English, Welsh, Scottish, and Irish history. He has lectured
frequently on King Arthur and other Celtic topics)

--- -" --=======

*IC 0932 PHOTOGRAPHY AND NATURAL HISTORY IN FLORIDA. No credit. No
tuition. $850 (approximate) special fee (includes surface transportaton in
Florida, 6 nights lodging [double occupancy) entrance fees, one pre-trip
lecture). Total $850.

In early spring southern Florida delights the nature photographer. Herons and
ibisea are nesting, orchids and other tropical flowers bloom, and reptiles and
amphibians become active. Nights are still cool and insects are not a problem. We
will explore and photograph in a variety of habitats from pine woods to swamps and
dune-covered beaches to mahogany hummocks. In addition to lesser-known
areas, we will visit Anhinga Trail and Cape Sable in Everglades National Park, the
AudUbon Society's famous Corkscrew Swamp, and Sanibel Island. This trip is for
naturalist-photographers who are as interested in learning about their subjects as
they are in photographing them. There will be opportunities for participants to
photograph in smaller groups or alone if they Wish. Course includes two workshops
on close-up photography and artistic composition. (Limited to 14)
Spring Spec Term Sec 1 March 23-31, Edinger
(Bruce Edinger, group leader, is a graduate student in Ecology and Behavioral
Biology. He is vice president and program chair of Minnesota Nature Photogra
phy Club and has pUblished and exhibited his photographs)
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*IC 0934 WINTER PHOTOGRAPHY ON THE NORTH SHORE. No credit. No tuition.
$99 (approximate) special fee (includes two nights lodging [double occupancy],
4 meals, and one pre-trip lecture). Total $99.

Few places on earth offer the variety of spectacular scenery that is found on
Minnesota's north shore. Learn the techniques of winter photography in this
spectacular setting from a veteran nature photographer and instructor. While there,
you will stay in one of the finest winter resorts and cross country ski facilities in the
Midwest, Cascade Lodge. Cross country skiing is one of the exciting options
available, but it isn't required for participation in the workshop. Ample photographic
opportunities are located with a short hike or drive from the lodge. Before you leave
for the north shore, you will have an orientation session and lecture covering basic
winter photography techniques. At Cascade spend mornings in photography
workshop sessions. Afternoons are free for cross country skiing and personal
photography. In the evening you will have the opportunity to view inspirational
slide/tape presentations on the work of noted photographers and have personal
critiques of your work. Two weeks follOWing the field experience, there will· be a
presentation and critique session on campuswhere you will have the opportunity to
share your work with other participants. (Limited to 20)
Winter Spec Term Sec 1 March 15-17
(Don Breneman, group leader and veteran nature photographer, is an associate
professor in the College of Agriculture)

*IC 0935 WINTER WILDLIFE: A WEEKEND IN THE NORTH WOODS. No credit. No
tuition. $99 (approximate) special fee (includes two nights lodging [double
occupancy], 4 meals, and one pre-trip lecture). Total $99.

This weekend trip to Cascade Lodge along Minnesota's north shore provides
participants with a chance to enjoy wildlife and some recreation before the winter
·season is gone. Activities include bird-watching, learning about plants as they are
preparing for spring, and reading animal signs. Time also will be available for skiing
or snowshoeing, or for just relaxing in a beautiful and peaceful north woods setting.
(Limited to 20)
Winter Spec Term Sec' March 15-17
(The trip leader is Jake Miller, who has taught Winter Ecology in Minnesota for
several years and is a graduate student in Ecology and Behavioral Biology)

*IC 0936 ROCKY MOUNTAIN WILDFLOWER PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOP. No
credit. No tuition. $675 special fee. Total $675.

Learn the art of wildflower and landscape color photography amid the spectacular
scenery of the Spanish Peaks Wilderness Area and the Gallatin river valley in Big
Sky, Mont. This unique one-week workshop features seminars and discussions on
outdoor photography technique, field trips accompanied by the instructor, cri
tiques, and interaction with other photographers. Open to photographers of all skill
levels. Enrollment is limited to allow personal instruction on individual problems.
You will stay at Lone Mountain Ranch, one of the finest guest ranches of its type in
the country. Your beautifully maintained log cabin with fireplace and all modern
facilities is close to a mountain stream where countless photographic opportunities
lie outside your door. (The ranch is widely recogniZed for its outstanding family
style dining.) Only additional cost is film, and you must have a 35 mm camera. The
workshop is intensive, but you will have time for personal activities and gUided field
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trips into remote back country areas plus an optional field trip to Yellowstone
National Park less than an hour away. The ranch provides ample activities for
family members not participating in the workshop, including horseback riding, trout
fishing, nature walks (accompanied by a naturalist)-jncluding bird watching, tree
and wildflower identification, geology, and Indian trails. Golf and tennis nearby. To
assure accommodations, reservations must be made early. Cost includes all
workshop instruction, lodging, food, and one orientation ....Ion on campus
May 2. (Ask about group rates for family members not attending workshop. Limited
enrollment)
Summer Spec TermSec 1 June 9-16, 1985, Breneman
(Don Breneman, veteran nature photographer, is an associate professor in the
College of Agriculture and is the workshop instructor)
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More CEE Opportunities
Extension Classes is a department

within Continuing Education and
Extension (CEE), which provides
many diverse educational opportu
nities both in and outside the
classroom. Check out these other
CEE offerings at the University of
Minnesota.

1. Extension Classes. Several two
year and four-year degrees and more
than 30 specialized certificates are
available in dozens of major areas.
Telephone 373-3905 to discuss
degree or educational planning with a
professional program adviser from the
Extension Counseling Office.

2. Extension Independent Study
Correspondence Courses. You may
earn college credit by taking
University Extension Independent
Study correspondence courses. Start
anytime of the year and take up to a
year to complete a course. Call
373-3256.

84

3. TV, Radio Courses (Extension
Independent Study). Credit is
available for several radio and
television courses through CEE
Independent Study. Call 376-4925 for
information.

4. Professional Improvement Courses
and Seminars. Career-related short
courses and day-long seminars that
provide high-quality and cost-effective
means of management development. •
Call Continuing Management
Education for more information and a
list of upcoming classfls and
seminars: 373-9992. -
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Department of Extension Classes Registration Form For Noncredit Courses o Check Here if You
Are 62 Years or Older

Name Last First Middle

Local Street City State Zip

Home Phone Business Phone Social Security Number Birthdate

Month Day Year

Course # Course Title Section # Fall. Winter or Spring Term

Course If Course Title Sectiori # Fall, Winter or Spring Term

Department of Extension Classes Registration Form For Noncredit Courses o Check Here if You
Are 62 Years or Older

Name Last First Middle

Local Street City State Zip
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Month Day Year
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From 1-35 take Highway 36 exit and
turn south on Cleveland to
larpenteur. Go left on Larpenteur to
Gartner. turn right on Gartner and
go to Buford. Turn left on Buford 10
tne pal1ling area

[6. 0 H'"d":PP::~,,:l
.. and parking ~

35W

Directions: From 1-94 go north on
Snelling 10 Commonwealth Avenue
lind the entrance to Ihe state
fairgrounds. Go through the
fairgrounds on Commonwealth to
Randall and turn right on Randall
and go approximately two blocks
north to the Cenler

Larpenleur Avenue

5lhul
S1udentC.nN,

Bulord
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Randall Avenue
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Siale Fairgrounds

Fairgrounds Entrance
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